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Executive Summary
Early care and education (ECE) professionals have historically attained low levels of
education. A report from the United States Government Accountability Office (2012) found
that few ECE professionals have completed college-level studies in ECE; moreover, the
majority of the ECE workforce (72%) have not earned an associate’s degree or higher in
any field. Low wages in ECE disincentives ECE professionals from pursuing a degree or
permit (GAO, 2012; Herzenberg, Price, & Bradley, 2005).
In order to address the need for a more educated and professionally prepared workforce in
the field of ECE, the Child Development Workforce Initiative (CDWFI) program works
toward the following goals: to attract a new and diverse workforce; to elevate the
educational and professional qualifications of the ECE workforce in Los Angeles County;
and to increase the capacity of the higher education system to support and prepare the
current and potential ECE workforce. The CDWFI program offers students dedicated
services that are not readily available to other students at the high school, community
college, four-year, or graduate school levels. The CDWFI staff are able to increase the
capacity of the partnered institutions of higher education to support and prepare students
for careers in ECE in two primary ways: by connecting students to college services, and by
enhancing the student experience through the establishment of networks and mentorship
models.
The CDWFI program is funded under the Los Angeles County Early Care and Education
(ECE) Workforce Consortium. The Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium is a
larger workforce effort that brings together ECE organizations and leaders to improve the
educational and professional development system for ECE professionals in Los Angeles
County. The CDWFI program serves the critical function of providing direct support services
to students with an interest in pursuing careers in ECE.

Research Questions
The purpose of this evaluation is to understand both the outcomes of the students involved
in the Child Development Workforce Initiative and the progress the program has made
toward the following long-term impacts of the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce
Consortium logic model (Appendix A):
•
•
•
•

Expanded ECE Workforce
Better qualified ECE Workforce
Greater retention and advancement of the ECE Workforce
Increased quality of ECE practices and programs

In addition, the evaluation this year has focused on documenting the emerging model of
services from the high school component of the CDWFI program. Historically, the CDWFI
program has focused on services to college members. This year, two projects were given
$75,000 to pilot an enhanced high school component. The evaluation examines
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recruitment strategies and differences in service models between high school components
funded at the standard and enhanced levels.
The evaluation sought to answer the following questions:
1. To what extent is the CDWFI program meeting its objectives?
2. What are the services offered through the CDWFI high school component?
3. In what ways do CDWFI students feel that support services help them overcome
barriers or challenges and achieve their educational and professional goals?
4. What are the recommendations to improve implementation?

Methods
This evaluation relied on multiple sources of data.
The evaluation collected data on members’ demographics, work histories, and educational
histories through program applications. Hard copies of certificates, permits, and transcripts
were obtained from CDWFI partners and entered electronically. To understand members’
utilization of services, CDWFI leads tracked the types of services in which members
participated throughout the year, and the frequency with which members participated in
these services.
Surveys were administered to the entire population of enrolled CDWFI high school and
college members in the late spring of 2013. The survey contained questions about
students’ life experiences, their perceptions of the program’s impact, and the barriers and
challenges students faced. The survey was administered online for college students and on
paper for high school students.
Data from staff was collected through focus groups and surveys. In February 2013, CDWFI
high school staff and project leads participated in focus groups on the model of services
and intended outcomes of the high school component. At the conclusion of FY 2012-13,
CDWFI leads completed a short questionnaire on program services and plans.
Quantitative data were analyzed for basic descriptive statistics. Open response questions
from surveys were coded “from the ground up,” according to the themes that emerged
from responses to each question.

Findings
Findings and recommendations are framed within the targeted long-term impacts of the
Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium.
Expanded ECE Workforce
This year, the program was split between new recruits to the college component and
members returning to work on their goals. While both components drew in more recruits
than previously, the high school component expanded 2.5 fold due to the enhanced
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funding piloted this year, the addition of a new high school project, and the retooling of
existing program models. A large percentage of college members not yet working in the
field intended to do so. A majority of high school members surveyed expressed interest in
taking ECE classes and continuing to participate in the program in college. Even though
high school members were not expected to commit to careers in ECE, nearly half of those
surveyed expressed a desire to work in ECE.
Better Qualified ECE Workforce
The CDWFI program defined a clear educational pathway for members’ pursuit of higher
educational and professional qualifications. The majority of members felt that the CDWFI
program helped them to understand educational pathways to an ECE career, and the
percentage of community college members who completed an education plan far
exceeded the percentage estimated in the overall population of the Los Angeles
Community College District.
This year, a total of 10.7% (109/1016) college members earned a degree this year: 83
community college members (10.8%) earned an A.A. degree, three four-year university
members had their A.A. degrees posted (1.4%), 20 four-year university members (9.0%)
achieved a B.A. degree, and three graduate school members achieved an M.A. (11.5%).
Members of the CDWFI program achieved program milestones such as degree obtainment
and transfer within two to three years of program entry. These numbers of degrees earned
differ from the numbers reported by partners, in part due to early deadlines for reporting,
which fall before degrees are posted and transcripts are received. Partners reported that 77
community college members earned their A.A. degrees (10.0%), 42 four-year university
members earned a B.A. degree (19.0%), and six graduate student members earned an
M.A. degree (23.1%). Partners’ underreporting of A.A. degrees earned should be
improved with this year’s transition from entry of member data in spreadsheets to entry in
a customized database.
This year, 15.1% of college members were documented as obtaining a Child Development
(CD) Permit issued by the State of California, and 21.8% of community college members
received at least one college-issued certificate.
Greater Retention and Advancement of the ECE Workforce
Of those college members who were employed at the time of the survey in ECE, 33.4%
credited the program with helping them to secure jobs, but many fewer felt the program
helped with obtaining a promotion/change in position (13.1%) or pay increase (8.1%).
Increased Quality of ECE Practices and Programs
College members overwhelmingly felt they had increased their knowledge of quality ECE
practices across the domains identified in the end-of-year survey. College members
experienced a high pass rate (with C or better) in their courses attempted this year for ECE
or ECE-related degree programs. High school students also experienced high pass rates in
college-level ECE courses taken this year.
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Recommendations
The following recommendations are offered, based on the findings of this evaluation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to create partnerships with high school faculty to recruit interested and
prepared students, and direct CDWFI staff to engage in face-to-face recruitment
and outreach with high school students.
Add “Name of College for fall admission/enrollment” to Member Tracking
Spreadsheet to track college matriculation.
Develop and implement common branding across projects and between the high
school and college components.
Adjust expectations for reporting end-of-year course completion, given that grade
reports are not available until late summer.
Adjust expectations for reporting end-of-year transfer rates, given that documents
establishing proof of transfer are not available for some students until the following
fall semester.
Collect self-report data from college members on years elapsed since their first
college courses, in order to calculate total years taken to achieve transfer or degree.
Add “Financial Aid Workshop” and “Financial Aid Counseling/Advising” to the list
of services tracked for individual members in the Member Tracking Spreadsheet.
Work with all CDWFI projects to more accurately track students who move from the
High School component to the Community College or Four-Year component.
Consider collecting data on employment, job setting, wages earned, career
retention, and advancements or promotions for the sample of members leaving the
program due to goal completion.
Develop and implement additional strategies to support students with their math
classes, which continue to be significant challenges for students.
Work with database developer AJWI to create an online database for faster and
more accurate data reporting across CDWFI projects.
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Introduction
The Child Development Workforce Initiative (CDWFI), which started in 2007, is a
partnership of high schools, community colleges, and four-year institutions of higher
education. The goals of the CDWFI program are to attract a new and diverse workforce, to
elevate the educational and professional qualifications of the Early Childhood Education
(ECE) workforce in Los Angeles County, and to increase the capacity of the higher
education system to support and prepare the current and potential ECE workforce. To this
end, the CDWFI program targets high school and community college students for
recruitment and support services designed to increase entry and advancement within the
field of ECE. Through an array of academic, financial, professional, and social support
services, the program intends to increase students’ achievement of educational and
professional qualifications, such as ECE/Child Development (CD) degree completion,
permits, and transfers from a two-year to a four-year college or university. Through these
efforts, the CDWFI program aims to increase the number of highly qualified ECE
professionals equipped to deliver high quality services to children and families, and to
improve rates of career advancement and retention in the field.
For two of the CDWFI projects, Los Angeles City College (LACC) and Los Angeles Valley
College (LAVC), this year was the pilot year for enhanced funding for the high school
component. Both partners received $75,000 in additional funding to increase the range
and depth of services offered to high school students.
The CDWFI program is a key project within the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce
Consortium, a larger workforce effort that brings together ECE organizations and leaders
to improve the educational and professional development system for ECE professionals in
Los Angeles County. The CDWFI program works toward goals aligned with those of the
Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium by providing direct services to students.

Program Goals
The three overarching goals of the Child Development Workforce Initiative are:
•
•
•

Attract a new and diverse workforce
Elevate the educational and professional qualifications of the ECE workforce in Los
Angeles County
Increase the capacity of the higher education system to support and prepare the
current and potential ECE workforce

In order to achieve these three goals, the Child Development Workforce Initiative has been
designed to provide students with dedicated academic, financial, professional, and social
support, with the goal of helping students achieve academic and professional milestones.
Because the CDWFI program operates under the umbrella of the Los Angeles County ECE
Workforce Consortium, the goals of the CDWFI program are aligned with the long-term
impacts of the consortium.
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Workforce Consortium Impact Area

CDWFI Goals

Expanded ECE workforce.

Attract a new and diverse workforce.

Better qualified ECE workforce.

Elevate the educational and professional
qualifications of the ECE workforce in Los
Angeles County.

Increased retention and advancement of the
ECE workforce.
Increased quality of ECE practices and
programs.
More effective ECE professional
development system in LA County.

No specific goal.
No specific goal.
Increase the capacity of the higher
education system to support and prepare
the current and potential ECE workforce.

Evaluation Overview
The primary purpose of the evaluation is to understand the outcomes of members involved
in FY 2012-13 as they relate to outcomes for the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce
Consortium logic model:
•
•
•
•

An expanded ECE Workforce
A better qualified ECE Workforce
Greater retention and advancement of the ECE Workforce
Increased quality of ECE practices and programs

The CDWFI program’s achievements, as they related to the impacts on the Los Angeles
County ECE Workforce Consortium’s logic model, were assessed in the areas of shortterm, intermediate, and long-term outcomes associated with each impact. The evaluation
also examined the services provided through the CDWFI high school component, explored
links between CDWFI services and student outcomes, and described the ways in which the
CDWFI program assists students in overcoming challenges and barriers while completing
their educations. Finally, this evaluation includes recommendations for incorporating
evaluation findings, and highlights lessons learned for future program implementation.

Program Description
The Child Development Workforce Initiative has been funded through a grant from First 5
LA and administered by Los Angeles Universal Preschool (LAUP) since 2007. Starting in FY
2011-12, funding for the Child Development Workforce Initiative has been granted
through the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium. The Los Angeles County ECE
Workforce Consortium is also funded by First 5 LA and managed by LAUP. The Los Angeles
County ECE Workforce Consortium is a larger effort by multiple organizations to enact
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systems-level change in support of the advancement of the ECE workforce. The Child
Development Workforce Initiative is a key project within the consortium; it provides direct
support services to both high school students exploring careers in the field and to college
students who are working towards a degree or professional achievement in ECE/CD.
Professionals in the field of ECE experience some of the lowest wages and highest turnover
rates in the California workforce, and often work without a degree, permit, or other
professional credential, and with no incentive to pursue needed qualifications (Herzenberg,
Price, & Bradley, 2005). ECE providers who obtain their bachelor’s degrees earn 56% less
than their counterparts in elementary education (Karoly, 2012). This is unfortunate,
considering the evidence that ECE professionals with a bachelor’s degree are able to
provide higher quality teacher-child interactions for young children (Barnett, 2011;
Bowman, 2011). Research also reflects the need for high quality ECE services, especially for
children living in poverty (Schweinhart et al., 2005; Campbell, Ramey, Pungello, Sparling, &
Miller-Johnson, 2002).
One factor that contributes to the lack of degrees, permits, and certificates among ECE
professionals is the difficulty students experience in achieving these milestones. For
example, in the 2013 Student Success Scorecard issued by the California Community
Colleges, only 49.2% of “degree- or transfer- seeking students” in California community
colleges achieved any of the following outcomes within 6 years:
•
•
•
•

Earned an approved credit certificate
Earned an A.A. or A.S. degree
Transferred to a four-year college
Achieved “Transfer Prepared” Status

In addition, students pursuing a bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Studies or Education
will find few programs with a course plan dedicated to training ECE professionals (Karoly,
2012; PEACH, 2012).
Other reasons for the lack of preparedness of ECE professionals are the hurdles high school
students face to becoming qualified participants in the workforce. Failure to meet key
timetables for college applications often derails high school students’ college aspirations
(Klasik, 2012). Students with limited access to information about the requirements and
procedures involved in applying for college or obtaining financial aid are less likely to
attend college, and less likely to persist in college (Bettinger, Long, Oreopoulus, &
Sanbonmatsu, 2012; Deming & Dynarski, 2009; McDonough, 2005; Roderick, Coca, &
Nagaoka, 2011). Low exposure to career exploration opportunities also hinders high school
students’ ability to narrow down occupational choices and increase career preparedness
(Gushue, Clarke, Pantzer, & Scanlan, 2006; Gushue, Scanlan, Pantzer, & Clarke, 2006).
The CDWFI program provides services that are meant to minimize barriers for members and
connect them to the incentives and supports they need to reach educational and
professional milestones. In the college population, the CDWFI program assists students
with timely completion of certificates, permit requirements, successful transfers, and
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degrees; this allows students to pursue a bachelor’s degree or even a graduate degree in
ECE or an ECE-related field. In the high school population, services are intended to allow
students to explore career options and pathways in the ECE field, and to successfully enter
college.
The CDWFI program currently consists of seven projects located throughout Los Angeles
County, each offering a unique slate of student services. Each of the CDWFI projects
functions as a partnership between a community college, one or more four-year
universities, and one or more feeder high schools. The CDWFI projects and partner
institutions contracted for FY 2012-13 are listed in Table 1. Certain schools with MOUs
with the CDWFI program did not participate during FY 2012-13, and are marked with an
asterisk.
Table 1. CDWFI Projects and Partner Institutions
Grantee
Institution
ELAC
LACC
LAVC

LBCC
Mt. SAC

Pierce

SMC

Project Name

Partner High
School(s)
• Garfield HS

Project Links
AA2BA Program
CAST
(Career and Academic
Success Team)
Project RISE
(Recruit, Inspire,
Support, Educate)
CDWFI
(Mt. SAC Child
Development
Workforce Initiative)
PECE
(Pathways in Early
Childhood Education)
ESP
(Early Start Pathway for
Early Childhood Ed)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Belmont HS
Hollywood HS
Panorama HS
Polytechnic HS*
San Fernando HS
Long Beach USD

• Hacienda La
Puente USD*
• Nogales HS*
• Rowland HS
• Birmingham HS
• Chatsworth HS
• Cleveland HS
• Bais Chana HS

•
•
•
•
•

Partner 4-Year
Institution(s)
CSU, Los Angeles
University of La Verne
CSU, Los Angeles
University of La Verne
University of La Verne

• CSU, Dominguez Hills
• CSU, Long Beach
• Cal Poly Pomona
• CSU, Fullerton
• CSU, Los Angeles
• CSU, Northridge
• University of California
Los Angeles
• National University

* Note: These partners did not implement the high school component.
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Levels of Participation
Students can participate in CDWFI on two levels of eligibility: the “member” level and the
“participant” level. CDWFI members include all high school, community college, four-year
college, and graduate school members who make a commitment to participate in the
CDWFI program and agree to the program requirements as outlined by the individual
CDWFI project. Program requirements include the completion of an application and
participation in CDWFI services; college members must additionally complete coursework
towards an ECE-related degree, and must submit permits and transcripts. CDWFI services
are tracked individually for all members. Since “participants” are not tracked on an
individual basis, student data in this report only reflects the “member” population.
The CDWFI projects are structured to connect members for a “cohort experience.”
Students are not required to start and complete the program within the same timeframe as
a formal cohort, with the exception of SMC. Instead, the program’s “cohort” is a fluid
community formed by a network of peers, program staff, and professors involved in the
program at the same time as the student. The network is intended to keep students who
are progressing through the program at different rates engaged and on track to achieve
milestones targeted by the program.

Program Services
The CDWFI program provides services that can be broadly classified as academic, financial,
professional, and social supports (see Appendix B for logic model). Table 2 displays the
student support services made available by at least one project for high school or college
students. Not all services were available through each project. When services could be
classified under multiple types of support, they were listed in the category that best
reflected the aim of the service.
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Table 2. Student Support Services by Type
High
School
Academic Supports
Academic Counseling
Academic Workshop
College Counseling
College Coursework Placement Assessment
College level CD Coursework at High School – funded through
CDWFI
College level CD Coursework at High School – funded by college
with commitment secured by CDWFI
College Orientation
College Tours
Computer Lab
Content Workshops
Contextualized Courses
Education Plan
Resource Center/Lab
Technical Assistance with College Applications
Tutoring




















High
School
Financial Supports
Book Fees
CD Permit Fee Reimbursement
Financial Advisement
Financial Aid Workshop
Incentives
Lending Library
Stipends
Technical Assistance with FAFSA
Tuition Reimbursement

College
















College
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High
School
Professional Supports
Career Counseling
Career Interest Assessment
Career Workshops
Child Care Center Tours
Conferences
First Aid/CPR Certification
Job/Career Fairs
Job Shadowing
NAEYC Membership
Paid & Unpaid Internships
Volunteering Opportunities











High
School

Social Supports
Afterschool Study Space
Club Meetings
Cohorts
Dedicated Advisors
Formal Mentors
Informal Mentors
Networking
Online Hubs
Parent Orientation
Social Events

College









College
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Theory of Change
A theory of change makes explicit the underlying assumptions about how the program
works and the changes expected as a result of the intervention. As such, the theory of
change establishes a set of testable hypotheses for how the program should operate. The
theory of change also defines the roadmap for realizing the program’s goals (Bruner,
2004). Previous evaluations of the CDWFI program have resulted in the development of an
overarching theory of change for the program (Love & Valdes, 2012). This year, the theory
of change has been modified to reflect the inclusion of high school members as a major
component of the program. An accompanying logic model for the entire CDWFI program
is included in Appendix B. The major assumptions associated with the CDWFI program are:
1. The schools involved in CDWFI are willing and prepared to partner with the CDWFI
projects to support students by implementing or facilitating the activities outlined in
the logic model. They have the staff, materials, space, administrative support,
interest, and authority to work with the CDWFI staff to support students within the
scope and goals of the CDWFI program.
2. The CDWFI staff can execute the CDWFI grant within their institutions of higher
education (IHEs). Requirements include, but are not limited to: the hiring of
appropriate program staff; the availability of key staff to meet regularly with
students for direct services; the use of meeting and/or classroom space; the
provision of courses or dedicated seats within courses; the allocation of CDWFI
funds; and the administrative support necessary to maintain and enhance the Early
Childhood Education/Child Development degree, department, and course offerings.
3. CDWFI college students are interested in achieving the academic and professional
milestones outlined in the CDWFI program. They are motivated to work towards
these milestones, and understand that these achievements are meant to boost their
success in joining or advancing in the ECE workforce.
4. CDWFI high school students are interested in participating in the activities provided
through the CDWFI program. They are engaged by these activities and understand
that reaching academic and professional goals in the program are meant to boost
their success in exploring career options in ECE, and increase their likelihood to
enroll in any program at either a two-year or four-year college or university.
5. There is a need among the ECE/CD students and ECE professionals for the services
provided through CDWFI. Without the types of services provided through CDWFI
(Academic, Financial, Professional, and Social Support), college students would be
significantly less likely to achieve transfers, degrees, certificates, and permits in a
timely manner (or at all).
6. There is a need among high school students for the services provided through
CDWFI. Without the types of services provided through CDWFI (Academic,
Financial, Professional, and Social Support), high school students would be
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significantly less likely to be informed, interested, or on track to enter college and/or
to enter the ECE workforce.
7. The services provided through CDWFI are the correct services, are provided in an
effective and timely manner, and are provided in the appropriate dosage to bring
about the expected improvement in student achievement and knowledge.
8. The CDWFI students receive and retain the knowledge and skills necessary to work
with young children through the CDWFI program. These skills and knowledge are
related to increased quality of practice in working with young children.
9. There is a need within the field of ECE for an educated and skilled workforce that
can deliver high quality services to children ages 0 to 5. This field recognizes and
rewards degrees, certificates, and permits, so there is a financial incentive for
students to work towards these academic and professional achievements.

Methods
Evaluation Questions
This evaluation addresses the following evaluation questions:
1. To what extent is the CDWFI program meeting its objectives?
2. What are the services offered through the CDWFI high school component?
3. In what ways do CDWFI students feel that support services help them overcome
barriers or challenges and achieve their educational and professional goals?
4. What are the recommendations to improve program implementation?

Data Collection Methods and Analysis Plan
The evaluation questions required data from multiple sources. The data sources linked to
report findings are attributed throughout the report. Table 3 outlines the data collection
methods, the subjects, and the methods of analysis employed for each type of data during
FY 2012-13.
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Table 3. Summary of Data Collection Methods and Analysis
Data
Participants
Data Collection
Collection
Involved in Data
Timeline
Method
Collection
CDWFI
CDWFI members
July 2012 Application
(n=1412)
April 2013
Member
CDWFI members
July 2012 –
Tracking
(n=1412)
June 2013
Spreadsheet
Transcripts
Community College,
Due July 15, 2013
Four-Year, and
Graduate members
(n=850)

Certificate
Records
Permits

End-of-Year
High School
Survey
End-of-Year
College Survey

CDWFI High
School Staff
Focus Groups
CDWFI Leads
Questionnaire

High School members
(n=143)
Community College,
Four-Year members
(n=238 certificates)
Community College,
Four-Year, and
Graduate members
(n=153)
High School members
(n=254)

Analysis
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive Statistics

Due July 15, 2013

Descriptive Statistics

Due July 15, 2013

Descriptive Statistics

March – June 2013

Descriptive Statistics for
Quantitative Items;
Coded (Provisional)
Analysis for Qualitative
Items
Descriptive Statistics for
Quantitative Items;
Coded (Provisional)
Analysis for Qualitative
Items
Thematic Analysis

CDWFI members –
Community College,
Four-Year, and
Graduate members
(n=678)
CDWFI Staff (n=10)

April – June 2013

CDWFI Leads (n=7)

July 2013

February 2013

Descriptive Statistics for
Quantitative Items;
Coded (Provisional)
Analysis for Qualitative
Items

CDWFI applications were distributed to returning members beginning in August 2012.
New applicants could apply throughout the year, at the project lead’s discretion, until
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Quarter 3. The application requests students’ demographic information, academic histories,
and employment histories (Appendices D and E).
The CDWFI projects maintained a member tracking spreadsheet of services provided to
their members. This spreadsheet provides information on the services provided by the
project and the “dosage” of those services to individual members for the duration of the
members’ participation in this program year. The spreadsheets were continuously updated
and were submitted to LAUP on a quarterly basis. LAUP provided technical assistance and a
codebook to facilitate coding of services.
In order to verify student outcomes, hard copies of transcripts, certificates earned, and
permits earned were requested for college members. Course grades were submitted for
high school students taking college level Child Development courses.
Members at the college and high school level were surveyed near the end of the program
year (Appendices F and G). College members were given access to an online survey link.
High school students completed a paper survey administered by program staff. To ensure
confidentiality, high school students were given envelopes in which to seal their responses.
The overall response rate was 73% for college members and 68% for high school
members. Response rates were determined with the denominator being the total number
of members active in the program at the start of the survey’s administration. The following
tables display response rates for the surveys by project (Tables 4 and 5).
Table 4. College Student Survey Response Rates
# of
% Response
Project Institution
Responses
Rate
ELAC
158
72%
LACC
139
77%
LAVC
57
43%
LBCC
40
93%
Mt. SAC
112
79%
Pierce
87
90%
SMC
85
74%
Total
678
73%
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Table 5. High School Survey Response Rates
# of High
School
Members
Project
Partner High
Completing
Institution
School(s)
Survey
39
Belmont HS
68
LACC
Hollywood HS
20
Panorama HS
21
LAVC
San Fernando HS
57
Mt. SAC
Rowland HS
8
Chatsworth HS
9
Cleveland HS
17
Pierce
Birmingham HS
15
SMC
Bais Chana HS
254
Total
--

% of High
School
Members
Completing
Survey
95%
99%
67%
51%
63%
35%
41%
43%
94%
68%

Focus groups were conducted with the CDWFI project leads and high school staff in the
middle of the program year. Separate focus groups were conducted for each project and
lasted approximately 1 hour each. The roles of participants in the focus groups are
displayed in Table 6. The focus group protocol can be found in Appendix H. The focus
groups were meant to capture information on the services and intended outcomes of the
high school component. Each focus group was presented with a draft logic model and
prompted for feedback.
Table 6. CDWFI High School Staff Focus Groups by Project
Project
Institution
Focus Group Participants
Program Lead
LACC
HS Coordinator
HS Lead Recruiters (2)
Program Leads (2)
LAVC
HS Coordinator
Mt. SAC
Coordinator
Program Lead
Pierce
Project Administrator
CDWFI leads were asked to fill out a brief questionnaire to supplement reflections reported
in year-end reporting (Appendix I). Each lead turned in a survey (100% response rate).
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Findings
The findings section of this report is organized by Los Angeles County ECE Workforce
Consortium’s logic model impact area as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Expanded ECE workforce
Better qualified ECE workforce
Greater retention and advancement of the ECE workforce
Increased quality of ECE practices and programs
More effective ECE professional development system in LA County

The extent to which the CDWFI program met its goals under each impact area will be
discussed. The findings section will also include information about the services offered
through the CDWFI high school component, CDWFI members’ perceptions of barriers and
challenges, members’ perceptions of how the CDWFI program helped them achieve their
educational and professional goals, and recommendations to improve program
implementation.

Expanded ECE Workforce
The CDWFI program met its goal of attracting a new and diverse workforce. The CDWFI
program served 1,412 students during FY 2012-13. These students participated at the
“member” level, and were tracked individually throughout the year.
Table 7. CDWFI Members Served
Project
Institution

# of High
School
Members

ELAC
LACC
LAVC
LBCC
Mt. SAC
Pierce
SMC
Total

0
130
74
0
91
85
16
396

# of Four# Community
# Graduate
Year
Total
College
Student
University
Members
Members
Members
Members
238
192
44
2
131
57
2
320
115
20
12
221
14
33
5
52
138
10
1
240
89
22
4
200
90
35
0
141
769
221
26
1412

Nearly two-thirds of CDWFI members were new to the program in FY 2012-13 (see Figure
1). A little over half of college members reported they were new this year. Few high school
students (8%) reported participating in previous years, which was expected, as the high
school services and recruitment efforts expanded this year. The bars do not add up to
100% since data on new or returning status was missing for 2% of high school members.
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Figure 1. Previously Participated in CDWFI Program (N=1412)
High School

College

100%

Total
90.4%

75%

62.0%
50.9%

49.1%

50%

37.5%

25%

7.6%

0%

Returning

New

The majority of CDWFI college students are over 25 years of age (see Figure 2). Data on
members’ ages was categorized using the cutoffs from the Accountability Reporting for
the California Community Colleges Report (2012).
Figure 2. Age Distribution of CDWFI College Members (N=1016)
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

60.8%

25.7%
9.0%

3.0%
19 or Less

20-24

25-49

Over 49

1.6%
Missing

Membership of the high school component was composed mostly of juniors and seniors
(see Figure 3). This is understandable, given that college attendance and career readiness
may become more urgent concerns as graduation nears.
Figure 3. Grade Distribution of CDWFI High School Members (N=396)
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

49.0%
28.3%
8.1%
9th Grade

14.4%
0.3%
10th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade

Missing

Table 8 contains demographics on the total CDWFI student population.
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Table 8. Member Demographics (N=1412)
Characteristics
Gender
Female
Male
Decline to state
Ethnicity
Asian
Black/African American
Hispanic/Latino
Pacific Islander
Native American/Alaskan
White/Caucasian
Multiracial
Other
Decline to state
Primary Language
English
Spanish
Other
Armenian
Mandarin/Cantonese
Tagalog
Korean
Farsi
Arabic
All languages spoken fluently
English only
English and one other language
English and two or more other languages
Spanish only
Other only
Two non-English

% of
Members
90.2%
9.4%
0.4%
9.1%
5.4%
63.6%
1.0%
0.3%
12.2%
4.7%
3.5%
0.1%
65.2%
25.4%
2.2%
2.0%
1.3%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.7%
26.9%
66.4%
3.3%
1.6%
1.3%
0.4%

Table 9 contains additional demographics collected from CDWFI college members,
including nativity, education level, work setting, work position, and work experience.
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Table 9. College Member Demographics
Characteristics
Nativity (N=1016)
California
State other than California
Outside of USA
Education level (N=1016)
Not yet earned a high school diploma/GED
High school diploma/GED
Some college
A.A./A.S. in ECE/CD
A.A./A.S. in non-ECE/CD
B.A./B.S. in ECE/CD
B.A./B.S. in non-ECE/CD
M.A./M.S. in ECE/CD
M.A./M.S. in non-ECE/CD
Annual Household Income (N=1016)
Less than $10,000
$10,000 - less than $20,000
$20,000 - less than $30,000
$30,000 - less than $40,000
$40,000 - less than $50,000
$50,000 - less than $75,000
$75,000 or more
Don't know
Employment status (N=446)
Employed in ECE at time of application
ECE work setting (N=446)
Licensed child care center
Licensed family child care home
Community college
ECE position (N=446)
Teacher’s Aide/Classroom Assistant
Teacher
Lead Teacher/Master Teacher
Student Teacher/Practicum Teacher
Family Child Care Owner
ECE work experience (N=446)
Average years employed in ECE
Average hours worked in ECE per week
Average months worked per year

% of College Members
57.1%
5.8%
37.1%
1.4%
20.5%
37.9%
24.4%
5.5%
4.6%
5.1%
0.1%
0.5%
25.4%
26.4%
17.8%
7.6%
5.0%
4.2%
3.1%
10.4%
43.9%
71.2%
7.2%
5.8%
46.4%
29.4%
8.3%
3.4%
3.1%
6.2
28.3
10.7
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Approximately 70% of all CDWFI college members reported earnings below $30,000.
According to the Insight Center for Community Economic Development
(www.insightcced.org), this income level is below the standard of living for an individual to
be self-sufficient in Los Angeles County. Accounting for the local costs of meeting basic
needs such as housing, food, health care, transportation, child care, and taxes (as of 2011),
the minimum income needed to be self-sufficient as a single-person household in Los
Angeles County is $30,496. Furthermore, 27.6% (n=187) of college members responding
to the survey received government assistance from any of the following programs: Aid for
Dependent Children; CalFresh (EBT cards); CalWorks; Section 8 Housing Vouchers; Social
Security Disability Insurance; Supplemental Security Income; Women, Infants and Children
program; or another program.
Nearly all of the high school students who reported that they worked in the ECE field were
unpaid; most of these high school students attended a school where they could volunteer
at a child care center on their campus. High school students reported working an average
of 4.5 hours a week (N=67), but only one student reported working any paid hours, (5
hours a week). High school students were not asked to report number of months worked.
In addition to serving a linguistically and culturally diverse group of students who are
overwhelmingly new to the field of ECE, the CDWFI program also serves students who are
“non-traditional.” College students have been traditionally conceptualized as recent high
school graduates who immediately continue on to college full-time, are not employed fulltime, and are financially dependent on their parents. Non-traditional students have
overtaken traditional students in representation in the nation’s college population. A 2012
report to the U.S. Congress and Secretary of Education from the Advisory Committee on
Student Financial Assistance outlined a number of challenges facing non-traditional
students, including: lack of academic preparation; scheduling conflicts with courses; limited
access to campus offices during the daytime; limited knowledge of college admissions; low
familial support; work and familial responsibilities; and difficulty securing affordable child
care. In the Chutes or Ladders (2007) report from the Center for the Study of Child Care
Employment, the authors argue that targeted services such as those offered by the CDWFI
program, including advising and counseling, financial support, academic support,
technological support, and providing access to courses and services outside of normal
business hours, may be critical to increasing the success of non-traditional students.
Substantially different definitions of the term “non-traditional student” exist in the
literature (Kim, Sax, Lee, & Serra, 2010). Rather than focusing on fixed student
characteristics, the National Center for Education Statistics, in a 2002 report, focused on an
array of behaviors associated with a high risk of college attrition:
•
•
•

Delayed enrollment in college by a year or more
Enrollment part-time
Dependents other than a spouse
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•
•
•

Independent from parents 1
Full-time employment
Completion of GED in place of high school diploma

The following figure (Figure 4) shows the frequency of the markers of non-traditional
students identified by NCES in order of prevalence among CDWFI members. In this study,
data was not collected on completion of a GED in place of a standard high school diploma.
As a result, the figures may under-represent the numbers of non-traditional students.
Figure 4. Percent of College Survey Respondents with Non-Traditional Student
Characteristics (n=678)
Independent from parents

82.3%

Enrolled as a part-time student

49.4%

Delayed enrollment in college

48.5%

Has dependents other than a spouse

34.8%

Employed full-time

26.4%

Did not obtain HS diploma or GED

2.5%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Using student self-report on the NCES criteria for non-traditional student status, 97.5% of
college members responding to the end-of-year survey were determined to be nontraditional students. Furthermore, according to Horn’s (1996) continuum of nontraditional characteristics, 13.7% of CDWFI members are “highly non-traditional” in that
they identified with four or more markers of non-traditional status.
The CDWFI student population was also composed of a substantial percentage of firstgeneration college students. First-generation college students are defined as having
parents whose highest level of education is a high school diploma. First-generation
students coming from low-income backgrounds are four times more likely than other
students to drop out of college within the first year (Collier & Morgan, 2008; Engle &
Tinto, 2008). Approximately 43.7% of CDWFI college members are first-generation college
students, and 35.4% of CDWFI high school members would become first-generation
college students upon entry to college. The figures below are conservative, in that
members who did not know their parents’ level of education were not categorized as firstgeneration students.
In summary, the majority of CDWFI college members are over 25 years old. Members from
both the college and high school components were overwhelmingly female (90%), in
keeping with overall trends in the ECE workforce. The majority of CDWFI members identify
1

Independence was defined as not receiving financial support from parents, or status as either a veteran of the US Armed
Forces or emancipated youth.
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as Hispanic/Latino (63.6%). The majority of CDWFI members speak English as their primary
language (65.2%), and also multilingual (70.1%). Most members were not employed in
ECE at the time of application (61.4%).
CDWFI college members are mostly native Californians (57.1%), although a substantial
number are first-generation immigrants (37.1%). The majority of college members had not
yet completed an A.A./A.S. degree or higher (59.7%). Of those college members employed
in ECE at the time of application, most worked in a licensed child care center (71.2%). The
most common ECE position held by college members at the time of application was an
entry-level position as a teacher’s aide or classroom assistant (46.4%). College members
worked, on average, 28.3 hours a week for 10.7 months out of the year. College members
employed in the field had worked on average 6 years in the ECE field. College members
usually earned less than the self-sufficiency standard for a single-person household in Los
Angeles County (69.6%).
High school members worked unpaid for an average of 4.5 hours a week in an ECE
setting.
CDWFI college members overwhelmingly were characterized by at least one marker of nontraditional student status (97.5%). A substantial number of CDWFI members either are, or
would become, the first generation of students in their immediate family to attend college
(43.7% of college members and 35.4% of high school members).
Knowledge of ECE career options
On the end-of-year survey, members were asked to self-report whether they had learned
about ECE career options, and whether they had learned the steps needed to pursue those
careers as a result of the CDWFI program.
Survey results indicate that the majority of high school and college members had learned
about ECE career options through their participation in the CDWFI program. A large
majority of high school members (87.8%) and college members (92.6%) agreed with the
statement: “Through my participation in the CDWFI program, I have learned about the
different career options that exist in the field of Early Childhood Education/Child
Development.” Results from the survey also show that the CDWFI program conveyed
information about the steps students needed to take to pursue career options in ECE. A
large majority of high school students (89.3%) and college students (93.5%) agreed with
the statement: “Because of this program, I have learned the steps to take in order to
pursue a career in Early Childhood Education/Child Development.” College students were
additionally asked for their level of agreement with the statement: “Through my
participation in the CDWFI program, I have learned about the education requirements for
careers in Early Childhood Education/Child Development,” to which 95.0% agreed.
A majority of students, 60.6% of high school members and 85.9% of college members,
agreed that the CDWFI program informed them about the pay they could expect from a
career in ECE.
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New recruits enter Workforce Consortium programs
Within the college component, members were divided between new students (50.9%) and
returning students (49.1%) (see Figure 5). The large percentage of returning college
members is expected, given members’ intentions to complete multi-year goals such as
obtaining a degree. Under the newly expanded high school component, the CDWFI
program’s high school student core membership increased, growing to 2.5 times its size in
the previous year. The high school component was overwhelmingly composed of new
students (90.4%). In total, there were more new members than returning members. The
bars do not add up to 100% since data on new or returning status was missing for 2% of
high school members.
Figure 5. Returning and New Members (n=1412)
High School
100%

College

Total
90.4%

75%

62.0%

50%
25%

50.9%

49.1%
37.5%
7.6%
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Returning
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Historically, high school members’ matriculation into the CDWFI program has not been
formally tracked. In order to estimate the number of members continuing in CDWFI from
high school and college, college members were asked to report whether they had been
part of CDWFI during high school. Only 1.9% of current college members reported they
began the program in high school. This figure is expected to rise with expanded services
for high school members and increased focus on recruiting high school members into the
college component.
High school student interest in matriculating into the CDWFI college component was
gauged through a number of questions on the end-of-year survey. The majority of high
school members surveyed were interested in continuing their participation in the CDWFI
program in college (64.2% somewhat or definitely agreed). Students’ interest in continuing
to learn more about the ECE field as college students was echoed in the finding that
53.1% indicated that they somewhat or definitely agreed with the statement: “I plan to
take classes in Early Childhood Education/Child Development as a college student.” Only
18.1% of high school members expressed that they did “not at all” plan to take ECE/CD
courses in college.
High school students were asked to identify the reason(s) why they first joined the CDWFI
program (Table 10). Reasons cited by the students who still remained at the end of the
program provide a picture of strategies that draw students willing to commit to the
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program. Influential adults encountered at school were the most frequently cited
motivation for joining the program. Other reasons for joining the program were an interest
in ECE/CD, and having heard about the program through friends. Far fewer students cited
hearing an announcement than cited learning of the program through teachers, adults, or
friends; this suggests that face-to-face recruitment efforts should continue to be practiced
by the high school faculty and CDWFI staff. It is of note that learning about college was
not the intention of most high school members when they first joined the CDWFI program.
Table 10. Ranking of Recruitment Strategies Used in High School Component
Reason First Joined CDWFI Program
My teacher/another adult at school encouraged me to participate.
I wanted to know more about Early Childhood Education/Child Development
Careers.
My friends told me about it.
The announcement was interesting.
I wanted more information about applying to college.
The program offered free lunch.
Other: It was mandatory.
Other: Needed credits.

% High
School
Respondents
51.6%
46.1%
29.9%
18.9%
16.1%
8.3%
2.0%
2.0%

New ECE professionals enter field
As discussed earlier, the majority of CDWFI members (56.1% of college members and
75.0% of high school members) were not employed in ECE at the time of their application
to the program this year. Members’ interest in entering the ECE field was measured by the
end-of-year survey. Out of the 311 college members surveyed who were not currently
working in the ECE field, 87.2% reported that they intended to work in the ECE field
within the next 3 years. Although commitment to enter the ECE field is not a goal of the
CDWFI high school component, a substantial number of surveyed high school members
(49.6%) said that they somewhat or definitely agreed with the statement: “I plan to have a
career in Early Childhood Education/Child Development.”
In summary, the CDWFI program has worked toward the goal of expanding the ECE
workforce by exposing members to ECE career options and drawing new members into the
program. Large percentages of CDWFI members surveyed at the end of the year reported
that the CDWFI program raised their knowledge of ECE career options and steps to
pursuing those options, and increased their understanding of the pay expectations for
those career options. The CDWFI program recruited large numbers of new members (62%
of members were new), while continuing to assist returning members with their goals. A
majority of surveyed high school members expressed interest in continuing their
participation in the program as college students (64.2%) and in taking CD courses in
college (53.1%). A large percentage of college members (87.2%) planned to enter the
field as new ECE professionals within the next 3 years. And although high school members
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were not expected to commit to careers in ECE, 49.6% expressed a desire to have a career
in ECE.

Better Qualified ECE Workforce
Knowledge of ECE educational pathways
The CDWFI program offers a variety of means by which students can increase their
knowledge of ECE educational pathways, such as dedicated advisement and workshops
from staff familiar with ECE/CD.
One means by which the CDWFI program raised members’ knowledge of ECE educational
pathways was by providing students with the opportunity to create or update personalized
education plans. As reported in Love & Valdes (2012), the majority of students who are not
part of the CDWFI program in community college have not created an education plan, or
are following incorrect and out-of-date education plans. Results from the Los Angeles
Community College District’s Spring 2012 Student Survey (N=30,212) found that only
53.6% of students had created a formal education plan designed with a counselor. In
contrast, the majority of CDWFI college members had completed an education plan with
CDWFI staff (897/1016): 86.6% of community college members (N=666), 93.7% of fouryear members (N=207), and 92.3% of graduate school members (N=24).
Figure 6. College Members' Completion of Education Plans (N=1016)
Yes
88.3%

No
11.7%

High school students, in general, had fewer opportunities to individually discuss education
plans than did college members. Two projects offered high school students the opportunity
to develop modified education plans. In one case, the modified education plan outlined
coursework that would satisfy high school graduation requirements. In the other project,
the education plan was used to plan out course requirements that would satisfy the
college’s CD certificate and, equivalently, the CDTC assistant teacher permit. Less than a
third of high school members (29.1%) reported that they had discussed their personal or
academic goals with a CDWFI staff member – e.g., a coordinator, mentor, advisor, or
recruiter. A similar percentage were documented by CDWFI staff in the member tracking
spreadsheet as having completed an education plan (21.2%) or having received counseling
or advising (25.0%).
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College members attributed their knowledge of transfer and degree requirements to the
advisement and services they received in the CDWFI program. The majority of community
college members (88.4%), four-year members (86.3%), and graduate students (84.2%)
agreed or strongly agreed with the statement: “Through my participation in the CDWFI
program, I have learned the steps in order to transfer to a four-year university.” Most
college members (78.5%) reported that their counselor, mentor, or advisor had discussed
degree requirements with them.
The CDWFI program also informed members about pathways to graduate school. The
majority of community college members (74.9%), four-year members (75.2%), and current
graduate students (84.2%) agreed or strongly agreed that: “Through my participation in
the CDWFI program, I learned the steps to take to apply to graduate school.” For many
college members, the CDWFI program opened up greater academic possibilities than they
had previously considered. Many college members expressed that, as a result of their
involvement in the CDWFI program, they became interested in pursuing a graduate degree
(94.7% of current graduate school members and 79.4% of all college members). Some
quotes that express the depth of this feeling are:
“When I first started … I just had the goal of obtaining my BA and nothing
higher. After networking with other students in the field, I wanted to
educate myself more about the field. I told some professors and supervisors
my goal to obtain a Master[‘s] Degree and they… rooted for me to go and
even offered to provide me with letters of recommendation.”
“You are not alone in your journey: you are encouraged just with the fact
that there are more people your age trying to reach their educational goals.
Moreover, I count on my mentor to help me to figure out solutions to any
obstacle I encounter.”
“The [CDWFI] program and all that it has to offer has inspired me to
continue working towards a graduate degree. It offers counseling help,
workshops, and things that just keep me on track of my education and that
are helping me shape my future.”
The CDWFI program increased high school students’ knowledge about educational
pathways to higher education degrees. A large majority of high school members (83.1%)
somewhat or definitely agreed with the statement: “Because of this program, I learned
about the steps I need to take in order to pursue a college education after high school.”
The majority of high school respondents (76.8%) somewhat agreed or definitely agreed
that because of the CDWFI program, they learned about ECE/CD college programs in Los
Angeles County.
High school students also demonstrated knowledge of educational pathways by taking
steps to apply to college. A number of high school seniors reported that they had applied
to and were accepted into college at the time of the end-of-year survey (see Figure 7).
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More work remains to be done in this area, as not every high school senior who intended
to enroll in college applied to college or was accepted to any college by the end of April.
Figure 7. High School Senior Progress toward College Admissions as of late April (n=116)
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69.0%

50%
25%
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Completion of courses
College members’ completion of courses was determined from hard copies of unofficial
transcripts for this year. At the time of reporting, 850 college members’ transcripts were
processed, due to a limited timeframe between release of grades and reporting deadlines.
Analysis of the available transcripts showed that 82.6% of courses attempted by college
members this year were completed with a C or better, or “pass” (4111/4979 courses). In
comparison, the 2012 Accountability Reporting for the Community Colleges (ARCC)
reported that the percentage of 2010-11 community college students who completed a
course with C or better was 62.0% for basic skills courses and 76.7% for vocational
courses.
Transcripts for any college-level CD courses taken by high school members were also
obtained from unofficial transcripts. At the time of reporting, 143 high school members’
transcripts were processed. In this sample of transcripts, 88.3% of college-level CD courses
attempted by high school members were completed with a C or better, or “pass”
(189/214 courses).
Achievement of Transfers & Degrees
Transfers achieved were tracked by CDWFI staff and verified with substantiating
documentation. The results of this analysis showed that 8.5% (65/769) of community
college members reached transfer-ready status and submitted a transfer application this
year. CDWFI staff tracked 3.0% of community college members (23/769) as having
achieved transfer. Only one community college member was verified as having transferred.
While there is no direct comparison data, the length of time these college members took
to reach transfer-ready status or achieve transfer once they entered the CDWFI program is
shorter than the length of time most students across the state take to achieve transfer. The
2012 ARCC Report found that, statewide, only 41.7% of first-time students taking
transfer-level English or Math and a minimum of 12 units transferred within six years,
meaning that the majority of those students, 58.3%, either took longer than six years or
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did not transfer within that period. Currently, it is not possible to determine how many
years have elapsed since community college members first entered college or began
working towards a goal of transferring. However, we can determine the number of years
that have elapsed between a member’s first report of participating in the CDWFI program
and the same member’s transfer readiness or transfer achieved. All of the 65 CDWFI
members achieving transfer-ready status and the 23 students who were tracked by CDWFI
staff as having achieved transfer did so within six years of when they first reported joining
the CDWFI program, (1.5 years on average). The one member who was verified as
transferring did so within one year of entering the program.
Degrees earned were tracked by CDWFI staff in the member tracking spreadsheets and
verified with substantiating documentation. The results of this analysis showed that 10.7%
(109/1016) of college members earned a degree this year. Separated by level of education,
86 members earned an A.A./A.S. this year (three of which were from four-year members
whose degrees posted), 20 earned a B.A./B.S., and three members earned an M.A./M.S..
Members were asked on the application to report their first year of participation in the
program. Members earning their A.A./A.S. averaged 2.0 years from their reported first
entry into the CDWFI program to degree completion. Although CDWFI community college
members may have begun their studies toward their degrees prior to entry into the CDWFI
program, once community college members entered into the CDWFI program, they
reached degree completion in two years on average.
The number of degrees earned as reported by partners differed from the numbers of
degrees verified with transcripts. Due to early reporting deadlines, not all degrees posted or
had transcript records submitted in time for inclusion in the analyses. Partners reported
that 12.3% (125/1016) of college members earned a degree: 77 A.A./A.S. degrees (10.0%
of community college members), 42 B.A./B.S. degrees (19.0% of four-year members), and
6 M.A./M.S. degrees (23.1% of graduate student members). It is interesting to note that
A.A./A.S. degrees earned were underreported by partners, as compared to the number of
A.A./A.S. degrees verified with transcripts. Adoption of a customized database this year
will improve partners’ ability to track degrees earned by members.
In summary, CDWFI members experienced increases in their educational and professional
qualifications. CDWFI college members increased their knowledge of ECE educational
pathways through workshops and dedicated advisement from their CDWFI counselors,
mentors, and advisors. The majority of college members (88.3%) met with a CDWFI staff
member to create or update their education plan. The majority of college members
attributed their knowledge of transfer and graduate school requirements to their
participation in the CDWFI program. Nearly the entire current graduate cohort who
responded to the survey (94.7%), and 79.4% of the college membership overall, had
become interested in pursuing a graduate degree as a result of their participation in
CDWFI. The majority of high school students learned about ECE/CD college programs in
the county through the CDWFI program (76.8%). A high percentage of high school
members intended to achieve a higher education degree, and 69.0% of seniors were on
track to matriculate to college in the fall. Of the college members with transcripts, the rate
of successful completion of college courses was high (82.6% course pass rate). High school
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students also achieved at high rates, and of the 143 high school members reported as
attempting a college level CD course this year, 88.3% passed with a C or higher. This year,
8.5% of community college students fulfilled requirements to transfer to a four-year
college, although only 3.0% were tracked as achieving transfer, and only one student
submitted substantiating documentation. Additionally, 10.7% of college members earned
a degree this year. The average time for community college members to graduate with
their A.A./A.S. from their first reported entry into the CDWFI program was two years.

Greater Retention and Advancement of the ECE Workforce
Knowledge of ECE professional development opportunities
A majority of college survey respondents (61.2%) credited CDWFI personnel with giving
them information or guidance about locating professional development opportunities – for
example, trainings and workshops.
College members reported that the program provided opportunities for them to learn
about how to obtain CD Permits. Nearly all college members (94.1%) agreed or strongly
agreed with the statement, “Through my participation in the CDWFI program, I have
learned about the Child Development Permit requirements.” Also, a large majority of
college members (91.5%) agreed or strongly agreed with the statement, “Through my
participation in the CDWFI program, I have learned about how to apply for a new or
upgraded Child Development Permit.” A total of 91.3% of college members agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement, “Through my participation in the CDWFI program, I
have learned where to find more information on Child Development Permits.” Additionally,
78.3% of college members reported they had discussed CD permits with their advisor,
counselor, or mentor.
Seventy-four percent of high school members somewhat or definitely agreed with the
statement, “Because of this program, I have learned about the Early Childhood
Education/Child Development Permit requirements.” In at least one case, the program
leads reported, remarkably, that by using the CDWFI services a high school member
fulfilled all the course requirements necessary to apply for the Assistant Teacher permit.
Participation in professional development opportunities
Through the CDWFI program, members participated in a number of professional
development opportunities. Workshops were the most common type of professional
growth activity accessed by members. Around 60.2% of college members and 92.4% of
high school members attended at least one workshop. High school members were tracked
as attending an average of 3.5 workshops, ranging from 0 to 22 sessions; college members
were tracked as attending an average of 2.3 workshops, ranging from 0 to 19 sessions.
Other less common professional development opportunities facilitated through CDWFI
were career fairs, conferences, unpaid internships and networking events. Table 11 shows
rates of participation and average number of sessions as tracked by program staff:
Table 11. Member Participation in CDWFI Professional Development Activities (n=1412)
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Type of CDWFI
Professional
Development Activity
Academic Workshop
Content Workshop
Career Workshop
Career Fairs
Conferences
Internships
Networking Events

Average #
Sessions for
College
Members
2.1
1.7
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0

% College
Members
40.1%
36.5%
41.5%
8.9%
2.9%
1.5%
31.2%

% High
School
Members
44.2%
74.5%
21.0%
Not Tracked
Not Tracked
5.1%
31.1%

Average #
Sessions for
High School
Members
2.0
3.0
1.7
Not Tracked
Not Tracked
1.0
1.8

Permits/Certificates Earned
CDWFI members received dedicated advisement and support in attaining permits and
certificates. CDWFI services assisted members in understanding the benefits of obtaining
professional qualifications such as permits and certificates. They also helped members take
steps toward obtaining permits – for example, by creating education plans to map out
required coursework. Members also benefitted from assistance in correctly completing
application materials. Additionally, in some cases, members received financial support to
offset the cost of background checks and permit application fees.
The majority of college members (60.6%) did not possess a teaching permit at the start of
the year (Figure 8). The most commonly held permits were at the Associate Teacher
(16.4%) and Teacher (11.2%) levels.
Figure 8. Type of Permit Currently Held by College Members (N=1016)
Does not have CD permit

60.6%

Assistant Teacher

6.6%

Associate Teacher

16.4%

Teacher

11.2%

Master Teacher
Program Director

1.6%
0.3%

Site Supervisor

3.2%
0%

25%

50%

75%

During the 2012-13 year, 18.6% of college members (n=189) submitted permit
applications to the California CDTC, and 15.1% of college members (n=153) were
awarded permits across all the CDWFI projects. The majority of permits were awarded to
first-time permit holders (65.4%, or 100/153). Of the 53 members with an existing permit,
19 renewed their permit and 34 upgraded their permit. Not all members achieved a permit
this year; a large percentage of members had previously participated in the program, and
many had already achieved this milestone. Out of the 827 members who did not apply for
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a permit, 41.5% (343/827) already possessed a permit. The number of permits achieved
may not capture the number of students who met permit requirements, due to delays in
the time frames of application and awarding of permits by the CCTC, and due to missing
verification documentation at the time of the analyses.
By the end of the 2012-13 year, 238 certificates were awarded across all the CDWFI
projects (21.8% of community college members). Seven members whose certificates were
posted while they were four-year members were included in this figure, and the
denominator was accordingly adjusted. Since this figure only reflects certificates for
members with verification submitted, it may underrepresent the number of certificates
earned.
Career Retention/Advancement
Participation in the CDWFI program contributed to some members’ ability to secure a job
in the ECE field. As reported earlier, 52.9% of college survey respondents reported they
were employed in ECE (n=359). Out of these survey respondents who held an ECE job,
20.6% (n=74) said the CDWFI program helped “a lot” in securing their current job;
another 12.8% (n=46) said the CDWFI program helped “somewhat” with securing their
current job.
Members who held an ECE job and did not feel that the CDWFI program helped secure
their jobs had longer work histories in ECE than members who felt the CDWFI program
was instrumental in landing a job (an average of 7 years in ECE versus 4 years,
respectively). Additionally, 82.0% (n=191) of members who felt the CDWFI program did
not help secure their current jobs already had an ECE job at the time of their application
into the program. For the survey respondents (n=89) who gained a job in ECE during the
year, the majority (50.6%) felt that the CDWFI program helped either “a lot” or
“somewhat” with securing that position. 2
The CDWFI program also contributed to some college members’ advancement in their
careers. Of the college members currently employed in ECE, 13.1% (n=47) credited the
CDWFI program with helping them to obtain a promotion or change their job. A smaller
percentage of survey respondents employed in ECE, 8.1% (n=29), attributed a pay increase
to their participation in the CDWFI program.
In summary, CDWFI members largely attributed their retention of and advancement in their
careers to their participation in the CDWFI program. The CDWFI program informed
members of opportunities to participate in professional development, and of the
requirements for achieving permits. Sixty-two percent of college survey respondents
reported learning about professional development opportunities through the CDWFI
program. Nearly all college members agreed that, through the CDWFI program, they
learned about the permit requirements (94.1%) and about how to obtain CD Permits
(91.5%). A majority of high school survey respondents (74.0%) agreed that the CDWFI
program had taught them about the requirements for a permit. The CDWFI program
2

Application data on years employed in the ECE field was available for 590 survey takers (86.9%).
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reached a majority of members with at least one workshop (60.2% of college members
and 92.4% of high school members). By the end of the year, 100 members had obtained
their first permit, and another 53 members had either renewed or upgraded their permit.
Additionally, 238 certificates were earned by 21.8% of the community college members
this year. A small percentage of college members employed in ECE at the time of the
survey credited the program for their promotion or change in position (13.1%) or pay raise
(8.1%).

Increased Quality of ECE Practices and Programs
The CDWFI program increased members’ knowledge of quality ECE practices through such
means as content workshops, internships with children, professional conferences, and the
resource room. The CDWFI program indirectly facilitated members’ acquisition of
knowledge of ECE practices by supporting students’ ability to complete coursework.
Financial supports paid for students’ transportation or tuition so that members could work
fewer hours and instead study and attend class. Academic advising outlined ECE/CD course
sequences for students to take. Tutoring services assisted members with completion of
English and Math prerequisites for transferring and continuing their studies. Through
indirect means such as these, the CDWFI program supported students while they acquired
more knowledge of quality ECE practices.
An overwhelming majority of college members surveyed felt that, as a result of the CDWFI
program, they had improved their knowledge of key aspects of ECE instruction (Table 12).
Table 12. College Members’ Self-Reported Increase in Knowledge of Quality ECE practices
% Agree or
The CDWFI program helped me to improve my knowledge
Strongly
of…
Agree
Children’s emotional and social development
91.3%
Teaching children the literacy skills they need for school success
89.9%
Teaching children the numeracy skills they need for school success
89.2%
Caring for and teaching children who are English language learners
86.2%
Caring for and teaching children with special needs
87.5%
Working with parents and families
90.2%
Evidence of increase in knowledge of quality ECE practices also comes from members’
course success. Passing grades denote that, by the assessment of the instructor, students
sufficiently grasped the content of the course. For the purposes of this analysis, all courses
attempted in the past year are assumed to be ECE/CD degree applicable, given that college
members were required to make a commitment to a ECE/CD degree and had received
academic advisement regarding course plans. Since the courses attempted contribute to
members’ ECE/CD degrees, these courses, whether specifically ECE/CD or not, are treated
in this analysis as contributing to members’ knowledge of quality ECE practices as
determined by each college in their requirements for their ECE/CD degree. As reported
earlier, members experienced high course completion rates – 82.6% of courses attempted
for college members and 88.3% for high school members.
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What are the services offered through the CDWFI high school
component?
The CDWFI program staff identified four of the seven CDWFI projects as having substantial
components dedicated to high school students: LACC, LAVC, Mt. SAC, and Pierce. These
projects accepted high school members and funded services supportive of high school
members. The remaining three CDWFI projects focused almost exclusively on college
populations with some limited outreach to high school students, and for this reason are
excluded from the analyses on the high school component.
As discussed earlier, two of the projects, LACC and LAVC, received additional funds to
implement an enhanced high school component. The models at Mt. SAC and Pierce
provide a contrastive case of services available at lower funding than the projects with
enhanced funding. Differences in the service models each project adopted can be
explained in part by funding levels and experience. For both LACC and LAVD, this year was
a transition year from the High School Recruitment Pilot (HSR) program funded by First 5
LA. The high school component at these projects was retooled from the program that had
been delivered under the HSR grant. With the reduction in funding, both projects pared
down the number of visits, variety of activities, and frequency of activities. Mt. SAC
became a direct grantee of the CDWFI program in the fall of the 2012-13 school year;
efforts at this campus focused on hiring and the launching of the program. As a result, the
Mt. SAC project began recruitment late into the school year, in January 2013. Table 13
identifies which of the currently participating high schools participated in HSR, and which
schools are recipients of enhanced funding for the high school component this year. The
table also provides the number of years each high school has been involved with CDWFI.
Table 13. CDWFI High School Partner Sites with Funding History
Project
Institution
LACC
LAVC
Mt. SAC
Pierce

Partner High
School(s)
Belmont
Hollywood
Panorama
San Fernando
Rowland
Chatsworth
Cleveland
Birmingham

Years in
Program
1
3
5
6
1
6
5
6

Former
HSR
Site?

Enhanced
Funding
Site?









The projects were given flexibility to develop unique program models tailored to their
contexts and needs, within the guidelines set in the CDWFI program’s logic model and
scopes of work. The high school components that took shape at each project reflect similar
long-term outcomes, with differences in goals emphasized and in approaches to serving a
high school student population.
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The LACC project’s high school component emphasized student completion of collegelevel CD coursework. The LACC program was unique in that the high school team was
composed of multiple members, a coordinator, and two lead recruiters. The recruiters
assigned to each school gained visibility by leading workshops at the school and off-site
activities; once the initial recruitment at the beginning of the school year tapered off,
CDWFI staff members conducted three more events in the form of two workshops and one
college/center tour. The CDWFI staff also visited the campus weekly to meet with the
faculty contact and course instructors, and to provide support to students. In LACC,
students were encouraged to take a sequence of CD college-level coursework paid for
outside of the CDWFI grant; once it was completed, this sequence could satisfy the course
requirements of the assistant and/or associate teacher CDTC permits. LACC also contracted
two contextualized courses to assist students with successfully completing college CD
courses. Though students have limited direct interaction with CDWFI staff through events,
they are encouraged to contact the staff independently using a variety of means, such as
phone, email, texting, and/or Facebook. In place of supervision by the CDWFI staff during
job shadowing and internships, the project puts students in touch with vetted mentors in
child care centers.
The LAVC project’s high school component was designed to create frequent points of
contact with students and the high school coordinator. Students could interact with the
coordinator during weekly lunchtime ECE club meetings at their campus. Members also
received access to afterschool services on a regular basis. Contingent on students finding
transportation to the offices, students could drop in at the CDWFI resource center to eat
snacks, complete homework, and meet with staff. The CDWFI staff encouraged the use of
the offices by scheduling evening technical assistance sessions in the run-up to college
financial aid deadlines. Students also interacted with staff during multiple extracurricular
events, such as up to three different campus/center tours, and at joint college events, such
as conferences. For students taking part in the internship, the coordinator, and in some
cases other CDWFI staff, provided direct supervision and individual advisement over a
multi-week period. In addition, students could contact the coordinator on their own
through a variety of means – for example, phone, email, texting, and Facebook. Students
may also have encountered and interacted with other CDWFI staff at the Family Resource
Center if they visited the project afterschool.
With a late start on the academic year, Mt. SAC offered few CDWFI events in the
remainder of the year at which students could meet the coordinator. The coordinator
visited campus once for initial recruitment, and then twice for workshops at the school.
Select students able to attend a CDWFI-sponsored college/center tour could speak with the
coordinator in person at that time. In order to make up for limited opportunities to develop
relationships with students through CDWFI events, the coordinator joined in events
planned by other community college outreach offices to be on hand as a resource on the
CDWFI program, CD generally, and to increase students’ familiarity with Mt. SAC. Students
could also reach the coordinator by email or phone.
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The Pierce project underwent a reconfiguration of the high school coordinator’s duties
from last year so that more of the coordinator’s time was spent outside of the CDWFI
offices. The students were in regular contact with the high school coordinator, who visited
campus one or two times a month to hold lunchtime ECE club meetings. Members could
also schedule time to meet with the coordinator individually. In addition to these in-person
meetings during school hours, members could interact with staff during a number of
CDWFI-sponsored events such as a college/center tour, career night, and a CDWFIsponsored conference. Students could also reach the coordinator by email or phone.
The evaluation examined the logic models underlying the high school components for each
of the four projects with substantial high school components, the strategies for recruiting
students into the component, and differences in service models for components funded at
the standard and enhanced levels.
What are the logic models for the high school projects?
This section describes the logic models for each of the projects with substantial high school
components (see Appendix C). The logic model documents the inputs (i.e., services and
resources) and the changes expected as a result of the intervention’s target population.
The outcomes are categorized into expected changes in beliefs and eventual changes in
behavior, both in the near term and projected in the long term. As part of the evaluation,
each project’s high school component logic model was developed with the input of the
leads and high school component staff from each of the projects. Initial inventories of
services, populations, and goals were taken from existing sources of data, such as project
scopes of work and staff focus groups from the previous year’s evaluation report. The staff
was asked to provide feedback on the preliminary logic model in an iterative process.
This section describes the specifics of each project’s high school component logic model,
beginning with an overview of the types of student support services available through the
projects, followed by a discussion of the outcomes expected as a result of those services.
Then the report will describe additional populations selectively targeted by projects under
the high school component, the efforts directed towards those groups, and the expected
outcomes of those efforts.
High School Student Support Services
As with the college component, the CDWFI high school component is intended to
minimize barriers for high school students entering the field of ECE, through provision of
academic, financial, professional, and social supports. The services are geared towards high
school students’ needs; they focus on increasing students’ awareness of the ECE field and
educational options after high school, and they support students’ matriculation into
college. Projects were given wide latitude in the types of support they chose to implement
this year.
This section describes the services accessible to high school students by category of
support: academic, financial, professional, and social. Detailed descriptions of the services
outlined in this section are in Appendix K.
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The CDWFI projects offered academic supports in the form of opportunities to learn ECE
content knowledge, and also provided activities to raise students’ readiness to apply to
college (see Table 14). Through workshops and college-level courses, students were taught
considerations relevant for working with preschool-age children. The content of ECE
workshops and courses was intended to familiarize students with theoretical foundations
in CD (e.g., the underpinnings of developmentally appropriate play), which high school
students would face in college if they pursued further study in the field. The CDWFI
projects all included college guidance to varying extents. The most consistently available
types of college guidance were: academic and college counseling, college tours, and
assistance with applications. In some projects, students could also access tutoring or
contextualized courses designed to raise their academic preparation for college
coursework.
Table 14. Comparison Table of Academic Supports Offered in Enhanced and Standard
Funded Projects
Types of Academic Support
Academic counseling
Academic workshops
College counseling
College coursework placement assessment
College level CD Coursework at High School
– funded through CDWFI
College level CD Coursework at High School
– funded by college with commitment
secured by CDWFI
College orientation
College tours
Content workshops
Contextualized courses
Education plan
Resource center/lab
Securing commitment from college to pay
for CD courses offered at high schools
Technical assistance with college applications
Tutoring

Enhanced Funding
LACC
LAVC






Standard Funding
Mt. SAC
Pierce





































Financial support in the high school component was primarily delivered through guidance
as to how students could secure aid to make a college education affordable in the future
(see Table 15). The CDWFI projects prioritized direct financial assistance for college
members, who were seen as having more acute need than high school students. Projects
with enhanced funding were able to offer direct financial assistance to high school
students in the form of small stipends and support, to incentivize students’ completion of
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activities such as coursework and internships. Each project also offered textbook lending to
offset book fees.
Table 15. Comparison Table of Financial Supports Offered in Enhanced and Standard
Funded Projects
Types of Financial Support
Financial aid advisement
Financial aid workshop
Lending library
Stipends
Technical assistance with FAFSA

Enhanced Funding
LACC
LAVC











Standard Funding
Mt. SAC
Pierce










Each of the CDWFI projects exposed high school students to information about careers in
the ECE field (see Table 16). Activities were geared towards raising students’ awareness of
ECE career paths. Each project presented information on academic and professional
milestones toward which students could work, and each project also took students on a
tour of the CD center associated with their community college. The projects with more
developed professional supports offered workshops on career options, and featured means
by which students could meet ECE professionals and gain exposure to work settings. Only
the enhanced funding projects offered opportunities for students to interact with children
firsthand. Mt. SAC, which was at the beginning stages of its project, de-emphasized
professional supports and chose to focus on CD concepts during events; students were
provided handouts on permit levels and Mt. SAC’s CD certificates at outreach events.
Table 16. Comparison Table of Professional Supports Offered in Enhanced and Standard
Funded Projects
Types of Professional Support
Career interest assessment
Career workshops
Child care center tours
Conferences
CPR and first aid certification
Job shadowing
Job/career fair
Paid & unpaid internships
Volunteering opportunities

Enhanced Funding
LACC
LAVC













Standard Funding
Mt. SAC
Pierce











The CDWFI high school components created opportunities for high school students to
learn from the experiences of others at varying stages of interest in and commitment to a
career in ECE (Table 17). The projects differed in the types of populations engaged as
sources of social supports, which could include CDWFI staff, peers, parents, and working
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ECE professionals. Though high school students were not formally assigned mentors, the
CDWFI staff members were a regular presence at high school events, and communicated
their availability during CDWFI events and off-hours to individually talk with students.
Through the CDWFI projects, high school students could also meet college students
committed to the ECE field. The extent of social supports provided does not appear to have
been differentiated by funding levels, but by the approach taken by the project. For
instance, although all the projects offered some type of informal mentoring through their
staff members, the number of times staff members were on campus with students ranged
across the projects from weekly to a few times a semester.
Table 17. Comparison Table of Social Supports Offered in Enhanced and Standard Funded
Projects
Types of Social Support
Afterschool study space
Club meetings
Informal mentors
Networking
Online hubs
Parent orientation
Social events

Enhanced Funding
LACC
LAVC









Standard Funding
Mt. SAC
Pierce













Outcomes Expected as a Result of High School Student Support Services
This section describes the short-term, intermediate, and long-term outcomes of the CDWFI
projects’ logic models. The short-term goals for high school students, or changes in ideas
and thought processes, shared many commonalities across the projects (see Table 18). All
of the projects intended to raise students’ awareness of ECE content knowledge. For one
of the projects, students’ gaining knowledge about ECE was set as an intermediate
outcome. Each of the projects intended to increase students’ awareness of ECE degree
programs/certificates/permits and, more generally, of college applications/financial aid
processes and options. Most of the projects sought to bring students at this early stage of
their career exploration to an awareness of ECE career options. Projects with enhanced
funding also worked toward an enlarged set of goals. In the case of LACC, specific
emphasis was put on preparing students for college by teaching students the norms of
college classes, and by teaching study skills for success in college. LAVC sought to keep
their members engaged in high school, and promoted college-going in any field of study.
Table 18. Intended Short-Term Outcomes for High School Student Population
Enhanced Funding
LACC
LAVC
Awareness of College Application/Financial
Aid Processes and Options
Awareness of ECE Degree

Standard Funding
Mt. SAC
Pierce
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Programs/Certificates/Permits
Awareness of ECE Career Options
Increased Interest in Pursuing an ECE
degree/Certificates/Permits
Awareness of ECE Content Knowledge
Understand Study Habits Needed for College
Coursework
Increased Engagement in High School
Increased Interest in Pursuing a College
Education



















The projects with enhanced funding demonstrated greater development of intermediate
goals – i.e., they showed greater near-term changes in behavior as a result of receiving
services (see Table 19). All the projects worked toward increasing students’ applications to
colleges, whether primarily to the project’s home and partner colleges or to any college.
The enhanced funding projects named course completion as an outcome, but differed at
the level targeted; the enhanced funding projects intended members to access either high
school or college course planning assistance. For LAVC, awareness of ECE content
knowledge was not an immediate goal of the program; rather, the staff wanted students
to become more self-aware and to decide how they felt they could succeed, both
professionally and personally. One of the enhanced funding projects, LAVC, also intended
for students to become equipped to informally mentor their peers through the college
application process.
Table 19. Intended Intermediate Outcomes for High School Student Population
Enhanced Funding
Application to College

LACC

LAVC

Mt. SAC

Pierce










Awareness of ECE Content Knowledge
Mini Education Plan Completion





High School Education Plan Completion
High School GE and ECE Course Completion
GE and ECE Course Completion
Increase in Peer Mentoring

Standard Funding




In terms of long-term outcomes, the CDWFI projects encouraged students to matriculate
both into college and into the CDWFI college projects (see Table 20). Some of the projects
also envisioned additional long-term outcomes. In LAVC, the program staff intended to
increase high school graduation and college matriculation, regardless of whether students
were interested in pursuing ECE as a career. For this reason, the increase of interest in
pursuing an ECE degree/certificate/permit is a long-term outcome rather than a short-term
outcome for LAVC. For Mt. SAC, program staff promoted students’ entry into the Mt. SAC
Summer Bridge program, a transitional program from high school to college, which was
operated by the community college. In LACC, students were encouraged to complete
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college-level CD courses at their high school so that they could satisfy the course
requirements of the assistant teacher permit.
Table 20. Intended Long-Term Outcomes for High School Student Population
Enhanced Funding

Standard Funding

LACC

LAVC

Mt. SAC

Pierce

Matriculation into CDWFI/CD College Program
Matriculation into Community College or FourYear University
Graduate from High School
Increased Interest in Pursuing an ECE
Degree/Certificate/Permits
Matriculation into College Bridging Program















Assistant Teacher Permit





Inputs and Expected Outcomes for Selectively Targeted Populations
In some cases, CDWFI projects intended their services to reach external populations as well
as high school students. Three of the projects envisioned system changes by establishing
partnerships with administrators and faculty in “gatekeeper” capacities at the high school
or four-year level. Projects with enhanced funding were able to extend their reach beyond
the high school to students’ parents, and to university/college populations and child care
centers.
System Gatekeeper Population. Most of the CDWFI projects envisioned system-level
changes emerging from their work with the high school administration and faculty. With
the exception of Pierce, the CDWFI staff reported working with high school administrators
to establish expanded partnerships and increase student access to ECE resources. The
enhanced funding projects reported efforts to orient high school administrators to the
program, as well as to academic and professional options in the field of ECE. Although
administrators were not expected to have time to be involved in the program, the staff
intentionally strategized ways to cultivate sustained relationships with administrators.
Initial outreach to a school typically involved an orientation for principals, assistant
principals, counselors, and/or teachers. The orientation provided an overview of
educational and professional milestones in ECE, and explained how the CDWFI program
could assist students in reaching those milestones. In place of administrators, program staff
worked with teachers chosen by principals to act as point persons to carry out program
activities. The extent of the point person’s involvement varied widely across the projects. At
a minimal level, faculty point persons arranged meeting room spaces for the program staff
to use and were present to supervise students. Point persons typically had limited
involvement in club meetings or workshop-type activities, aside from supervision. The point
person working with Mt. SAC was exceptional, in that on her own initiative, she facilitated
discussions during workshops and created a policy to tie her course grades to students’
cooperation and participation during the CDWFI workshops. In some cases, point persons
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accompanied students on CDWFI activities that were held outside normal school hours or
that took place off-campus.
Support from administration and faculty has been leveraged to expand the ECE support
systems available within the high school. In the case of LACC, the project relies heavily on
the point person to recruit and screen students who are academically prepared for college
coursework; this being the case, the LACC project alone allotted a stipend to compensate
the point person. LACC worked with administration to bridge the teacher academy at one
of their high schools with the college CD programs. LAVC staff worked to establish
articulated CD courses and to discuss the formation of child care centers on the high
school campuses. At Mt. SAC, the point person’s cooperation was used to secure release
time for students to attend CD workshops held during instructional periods.
Parent Population. Some projects targeted parents. The projects with enhanced funding
reported the most developed and successful efforts to engage parents.
LACC stood out for its formal structuring of an event for parents. In this project, parents
were targeted through a special orientation session so that, in some cases, staff could
assuage misgivings about students’ involvement in the project, pursuit of an ECE career,
and/or delayed entry into the workforce after high school graduation to pursue a college
degree.
At LAVC, parents and family members were invited to drop by the family resource center
with young relatives of the high school students and use the child care facilities. Such
occasions provided opportunities for the LAVC staff to meet with relatives of members.
The staff felt that, in many cases, parents were supportive of their children’s educations
but lacked information on what specifically they could be doing to help. Parents were also
encouraged to come to the center during technical assistance sessions held after hours, to
learn about the college application process and financial aid alongside their student.
Neither project with standard funding had developed services for parents. These projects
made efforts to engage parents, but without intentionally structuring events to draw them
in. For instance, Pierce invited parents to accompany their children on college tours, but
has historically experienced low parent turnout.
Local Child Care Center Population. In LACC, the program lead worked to establish ties to
child care centers in order for students to interact with children under the supervision of
trusted mentor teachers approved by the program lead. Teachers with established
relationships with the program lead were recruited into the program and given $50
stipends to compensate them for their time. Through these connections, each high school
became connected to a network of fifteen child care centers, allowing students to engage
in job shadowing and internships. The long-term goal of this effort was to expand the
network of professionals who can introduce students to ECE in practice, and to potentially
create future employment placement opportunities for high school students.
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CDWFI College Members/Staff. LAVC brought in CDWFI college members on a regular
basis to meet with high school students, in order to increase the total mentoring support
available to high school students. LAVC also trained college staff and CDWFI staff to
provide advisement and support to high school students. By involving these populations in
joint events, the LAVC staff sought to increase awareness and understanding of issues
relevant to the high school age group.

How are CDWFI partners recruiting high school students into the CDWFI
program?
Student recruitment activities took place over the course of the year. At the start of the
year, CDWFI staff typically presented information about the CDWFI program to general
and targeted audiences at the school. In many cases, support services delivered to
participants were used to recruit high school students into the program. Each of the
projects undertook student recruitment efforts in cooperation with the faculty point
person. All the faculty point persons participated to some extent in recruitment activities, if
only to allow program staff to recruit during class time. At greater levels of involvement,
point persons disseminated information about the program year-round, and referred
students beyond CDWFI staff’s initial recruitment push.
The following section describes recruitment strategies implemented by each project.
At LACC, the buy-in from high school administrators and the faculty point person has
resulted in a stronger cohort. The administrators this year assigned strong point persons
who were both leads of teacher preparation academies. The point persons worked with
CDWFI staff to recruit students from their academies. Students were also given flyers with
the point person’s information so that the point person could provide the initial screening
for applicants. In past years without this advantage, the point persons and staff had the
daunting task of recruiting from the student body at large. This year, both the high school
point person and the counselor have participated in screening students for red flags such
as academic probation prior to their entry into the program. The high school counselor’s
involvement has assisted with recruitment of focused students who are interested in
pursuing the field. In addition, LACC staff marketed the program through flyers, and on
one campus, maintained a bulletin board reserved for the CDWFI program. LACC
participated in job/career fairs hosted by the high schools. Interested students could attend
lunchtime assemblies where the high school liaisons communicated information about the
ECE field and program services. An initial orientation open to prospective students served
as an additional recruitment opportunity. Students were provided with a broad overview of
the program to engage their interest in applying. Orientations were held in the beginning
of the year and in the spring, to make up for mid-year attrition. Admitted students
attended a second session, in which expectations were reviewed to make sure students
knew what they were committing to.
At LAVC, the specific recruitment activities differed for each partner high school. At one
campus, the high school coordinator participated in a club day hosted by the school, and
set up a booth for students to learn about the club. On another high school campus,
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where the school already had a set of students enrolled in CD courses, the coordinator
visited each period to invite students to the lunchtime ECE club meetings. The increased
recruitment occurred during the first two weeks of the school year, when the coordinator
made multiple visits to speak with students about joining the CDWFI program. In addition
to face-to-face recruitment, the coordinator worked with high school partners to promote
the program on school websites and through daily public announcements for the first few
weeks of the school year. After that point, the coordinator relied on other less intensive
methods of outreach, such as occasional announcements and flyers. The LAVC staff
reported that most students were made aware of the program through friends who were
already familiar with the program. The LAVC staff and point persons also continually
recruited students throughout the year. Students interested in the program attended an
orientation during which the coordinator explained the activities planned for the year,
what to expect from their involvement, and commitments required for stipends.
At Mt. SAC, the CDWFI coordinator and counselor gave recruitment presentations to each
of the six CD periods taught by the ROP teacher. Students were given information about
ECE careers, degrees, and permits, and about services offered at Mt. SAC, such as the
Summer Bridge transitional program for graduating seniors. The point person and CDWFI
coordinator agreed to prioritize recruitment and enrollment for juniors and seniors.
At Pierce, the high school coordinator recruited primarily from the high schools’ CD classes.
The coordinator presented students with information about the ECE field, about
transitioning to Pierce after graduation, and about the lunchtime ECE club meetings. The
high school coordinator front-loaded club meetings with fun exercises to draw in students.
Although Pierce has been a presence at the high school campuses for a number of years,
this year was the first after re-launching the high school component with changes in the
coordinator’s visibility at the high schools and increased selectivity in recruitment. Pierce
staff required students to demonstrate commitment and attend several club meetings
before the membership application was made available to them. This year, for the first
time, they have found that this strategy resulted in the formation of a core group with
consistent attendance.

What are the differences in services offered between the high school
components funded at the standard and enhanced levels?
Project leads and high school staff from LACC and LAVC were asked to identify services
that have been made possible as a result of enhanced funding for their high school
component. Staff from both projects reported that the additional funding allowed for an
array of services that otherwise could not have been afforded.
Without the additional staff hired with the enhanced funding, the leads would have had to
eliminate or reduce many of the student services offered this year. For example, at LACC, a
high school coordinator and recruiters were hired this year. Without these new staff
members, the CDWFI program would only have had one CDWFI coordinator for both the
college and high school component. With the addition of more colleges and universities,
the coordinator would have been overextended, and would not have been able to also
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provide assistance to the high school members. LACC could not have offered resources
such as: a tour at the beginning of the year; job shadowing arrangements; mentoring;
tutoring; bridging experiences (such as college application information, financial aid
advisement, and mini education plan completion); and job/career outreach events.
Workshops on campus would have been reduced to one for each high school by the
counselor, as was done previously. With the additional funding, LACC could afford to offer
two tours; this allowed staff to reschedule the tour from the end of the year to the fall.
This timeframe helped to pique new student interest, while still providing opportunities to
members who join later in the year.
Similarly, at LAVC, the leads felt that without the high school coordinator, there would not
have been enough staff coverage to maintain a majority of the project. The ECE club
would have been infeasible, because an existing staff person would have needed to lead
the meeting. Similarly, services involving intensive supports (such as the internship
program) would not have been possible due to the need for supervision and individual
advisement. Field trips to multiple campuses, which were made available in order to expose
students to a variety of college options and their CD centers, would have been reduced to
a visit to one campus. At the standard level of funding, the program staff could not have
offered high school students additional services such as pediatric CPR and First Aid training,
networking events, college classes, or stipends. Additionally, the project would have had to
cut incentives and resources given to participating high schools (e.g., office supplies or
materials), which were seen as effective tools for building relationships with administration.
With standard funding, the project would have been reduced to a periodic workshop
model, in which the staff would hold some workshops after school, and would provide
information about CD programs and careers.
The enhanced funding was seen as enabling more frequent contact with students, as
compared to when there was no designated high school staff. These contacts were seen as
essential for gaining student trust and engagement in the program. The program staff felt
that the high school component relied on frequent contacts with the students. For
instance, at LACC, a reduction in the number of contacts with students as compared to the
high number afforded under the HSR grant was felt to have negatively impacted the
formation of trusting relationships with students. The reduction in activities also impacted
the formation of a cohort among the high school students who participated in the
program. The enhanced funding preserved more contacts than would have been possible
at the standard level of funding. While liaisons, for their part, continued to offer roundthe-clock availability for advisement and assistance by email, phone, and texting, students
were not familiar with the liaisons’ names until after the first semester, when the off-site
campus tour occurred.
Additionally, the LACC staff felt that having additional staff afforded extensive recruitment
and orientation for students. This critical piece relieved them of having to rely on the high
school contacts to recruit students; last year, the high schools reportedly resorted to filling
in spots “at random” with students who were not able to complete college-level
coursework, or who were in the program to earn units and were not interested in pursuing
a career in early childhood education.
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In what ways do CDWFI students feel that support services help
students overcome barriers or challenges and achieve their
educational and professional goals?
CDWFI members were asked to give feedback on the specific services they found most
valuable, and on the benefits of the CDWFI program. Members were posed open-ended
questions, and the responses were coded and ranked.
The four services college members named as most valuable were:
• Advisement/Counseling (n=186)
• Mentors (n=116)
• Workshops (n=148)
• Financial assistance (n=108)
The benefits of the CDWFI program reported by college members closely followed the
services members named as most valuable (Table 21). The top four benefits stated were
availability of counseling and advisement; financial assistance; assistance with permits or
certificates; and workshops. The following table contains quotes which show the depth of
feeling concerning the benefits of participating in the program:
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Table 21. Top Four CDWFI Benefits Reported by College Members (N=678)
Theme
Examples
• “Helped me very much in my education plan and now I am less stressed
out about what classes to take and why”
Availability of
Counseling/
• “Has helped me develop my educational plan and given individualized
Advisement
help that I was not previously receiving”
(n=218)
• “They have been really helpful in giving me the correct information for
my educational plan”
• “The tuition stipends have helped me to concentrate on my studies”
• “The stipends I have received have allowed me to [continue] my studies
Financial
otherwise I would have probably stopped attending school because of
Assistance
financial reasons”
(n=130)
• “By receiving money to buy my books has been a blessing. I would not
have been able to attend school without that help…working part time I
would not afford to pay for the require books for class”
• “The [WFI] program has benefited me because as a first generation
student I received help in filling out my first permit, provided me with a
fee [waiver] for my live scan when I most needed the help, and guided
Assistance
me through what I need to do to in order to further my education”
with Permits/
• “I [learned] that getting the permit is definitely worth the time and
Certificates
effort, and the stipend has helped alleviate the financial burden
(n=90)
slightly”
• “This program has helped me obtain my teaching permit, along with
the guidance to take the right classes that I needed”
• “It has benefited me by providing workshops that focus on certain
topics such as lesson planning and appropriate books”
• “The professional development workshops has greatly helped me with
Workshops
gaining more knowledge about this field. I definitely want to attend as
(N=87)
many workshops as I can to learn even more. This program was a great
support system for me”
• “Through the CDWFI program I've been informed about many
workshops going on in our campus”
The four activities high school members named as most valuable were:
• Learning CD content (n=84)
• College tour (n=20)
• Child care center tour (n=17)
• Observing or working directly with children (n=14)
Table 22 shows the four benefits of the CDWFI program most frequently reported by high
school members. These benefits were: learning about CD content; exploring career options
and plans after high school; increased college awareness; and earning course credit.
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Table 22. Top Four CDWFI Benefits Reported by High School Members (N=254)
Theme
Examples
• “It showed me how to appropriately interact with children and become
a positive role model.”
Learning
• “It helped me know the mindset of younger children and how they
about CD
should be treated.”
content
•
“I learned about Early Childhood Education which is helpful in many
(n=115)
aspects of life, regardless if I decide to [pursue] a career in Early
Childhood Education or not.”
• “It has benefited me because it really made me think about my future
Exploring
goals.”
career
options &
• “This program has taught me many things about children and the
plans after
careers involved in it. It has opened my eyes.”
high school
• “It’s given me insight into this particular field and gives me a wider
(n=72)
variety of skills”
• “This program benefited me by giving me the experience of how college
would be like. And this program showed me what to expect and how to
be [a] responsible college student.”
Increased
college
• “This program helped me learn about what college I could possibly go
awareness
to if I wanted to be in a job that includes children.”
(n=54)
• “It has helped me understand more stuff I did not now about college,
such as financial aid, registration, meeting deadlines. It has also helped
me get a clear view that I do want to major in child development.”
• “It has given me a much broader range of knowledge in the area of
Early Childhood Education & the credits necessary to work in a
preschool after I graduate.”
Earning
• “It gave me an understanding of how to deal with younger children in a
course credit
proper way and how to pursue a career for myself. Gave me credits to
(n=21)
start off.”
• “It has [enabled] me to understand the building blocks of ECE and what
it takes to enter that field. I also received credits.”
In addition, the CDWFI program increased school engagement. A majority of high school
members (67.7%) somewhat or definitely agreed with the statement: “Because of this
program, I felt more motivated to come to school.” The CDWFI program also established a
beneficial relationship between some high school members and CDWFI staff members; half
of the high school students surveyed (50.8%) somewhat or definitely agreed with the
statement: “There was at least one person from the CDWFI program I felt comfortable
talking to about my personal or academic issues.”
CDWFI members were asked to share what barriers and challenges they currently faced.
College members were presented with a list of common barriers and asked which were
“currently a challenge” for them at the end of the program year. All members were asked
to respond to an open-ended question by describing the obstacles they faced to continuing
their education.
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The most common challenges reported by college members (n= 678) were:
• Having enough money for tuition and other school expenses (64.9%)
• Courses requiring math (45.0%)
• Balancing work and school (41.4%)
• Balancing family and school (40.3%)
• Being able to get into classes (35.3%)
It is interesting to note that in comparison to areas not directly addressed through the
CDWFI program, few college members stated they faced persistent challenges in areas
specifically addressed by CDWFI support services:
•
•
•

Understanding the courses I need to graduate (13.6%)
Understanding the courses I need to transfer (13.7%)
Understanding how to apply for federal financial aid (FAFSA) (18.1%)

Challenges expressed by college students in the open response portion of the survey
mirrored the results shared above. College members most often reported finances, time
management, difficulty getting into classes or finding classes to accommodate their work
schedule, and math skills as obstacles to continuing their education. The following table
(Table 23) contains quotes illustrating the challenges members continue to face:
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Table 23. Top Four Barriers Faced by College Members (N=678)
Theme
Examples
• “Finances are my biggest hurdle. It is difficult to pay for child care, to
continue with my schooling. [Employers] do not want to hire a person
who attends college as they do not have open [availability] so finding a
job and attend school have been difficult for me”
• “My one and single most greatest obstacle is money. It's really hard to
Finances
try and pay rent, transportation, food, books, while going to school full
(n=309)
time, and trying to get a job to give you full time hours”
• “Finance is one obstacle that has held me back but the main obstacle
has been the fact that I do not have any documents so getting a job is
harder when you have less places to apply for one. Although, selling
oranges, mangoes, recycling, cleaning and being a Nanny has allowed
me to take at least one or two classes per semester”
• “The greatest obstacle to continue my education is balancing work,
family and school”
• “Studying and working at the same time had been a little challenge. I
Time
would like to study only, but in the other hand i need the monetary
management
support.”
(n=218)
• “My biggest struggle is time I just can ever find enough time to finish
everything. I work full time at night from 5pm to 2:30am and on top I
am taking 7 classes. My sleeping hours have decreased by a lot and I
always run out of time”
• “Most of the time classes fill up very quick and if I am not able to
register, my transfer and graduation dates are pushed back. If I were
able to register for all the classes that I need, continuing with my
education would be easier.”
Getting into
classes/
• “The lack of classes during night time is a big obstacle for students
Class
who work in… child development. We teachers come out from work
Schedule
between 4 to 5 then employers who do not allow their staff to get an
(n=50)
education and do not allow you to come out from work an hour early”
• “Balancing full time employment and continuing education… being
able to find courses that fit my work schedule due to cut back of
offered courses”
• “The greatest obstacle to continuing my education in passing statistics”
• “Math 115 is very difficult for me to understand. [I’ve] taken it by parts
Math skills
and no success”
(n=44)
• “Taking math and science are my greatest obstacles… I know that I can
try to accomplish them, but it scares me to take them”
High school students most often identified the affordability of college, their own poor
academic performance, disengagement from school, and low family support as obstacles
to continuing their education (Table 24). Thirty-two high school students stated that they
felt they had no obstacles to continuing their education. The following table contains
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quotes illustrating the challenges high school members named as barriers to continuing
their education.
Table 24. Top Four Barriers Faced by High School Members (N=254)
Theme
Examples
• “I struggle with the cost of education and the classes of any
university.”
Cannot afford
• “Not having money or help from parents.”
college
• “The greatest obstacle would probably be money. College is not
(n=78)
cheap and I worry that sometimes I may not even get to go to college,
but that’s why I am working really hard and maybe I might be lucky
enough to get a scholarship!”
Poor academic • “Trying to graduate.”
performance
• “My grades aren’t the best for a 4-year college right away.”
(n=40)
• “The greatest struggle I face is not being able to finish college.”
• “My greatest obstacle is myself, because I don’t want to continue my
Disengagement
education.”
from school
• “Keep going to school after I don’t feel like going.”
(n=29)
• “Staying focus on school.”
• “Not having my family’s support.”
Low familial
• “My family bringing me down when I want to go up and succeed.”
support
• “Having no one at home to help me in my education for they work
(n=15)
late at night.”

What are the lessons learned that could improve implementation in
the next program year?
Program staff and project staff have reflected throughout the year on how to improve
program implementation. Lessons learned were documented in staff focus groups, CDWFI
leads meetings, CDWFI leads questionnaires, and quarterly reports.
The “Workforce Initiative (WFI)” projects have been renamed as the “Child Development
Workforce Initiative (CDWFI)” projects. The shared program name and rebranding is
intended to increase members’ identification with the shared effort across campuses. The
rebranding of each project will also help to raise the profile of the effort as a county-wide
initiative.
Formative evaluation results informed the expansion of the high school component to
include additional CDWFI projects in the 2013-14 year. The interviews conducted in the
spring generated a clearer understanding of the services currently offered to high school
members and the intended outcomes of those services. These findings shaped contract
language for expansion of the additional funding for high school services to all CDWFI
projects.
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The CDWFI program received additional funding to expand the program to more
community college projects, and to bring the enhanced high school component to more
campuses. The CDWFI program is expanding to serve a broader area of the county. Three
additional projects have been contracted: Antelope Valley College, Los Angeles Southwest
College, and Pasadena City College. These projects will start implementation after a
planning phase in the first quarter. In FY 2013-14, each CDWFI partner will be offered the
opportunity to expand their high school component. Projects will be eligible to receive up
to $75,000 in additional funding to implement and enhance their high school component.
Projects plan to use this money to pay for services such as launching a substantial high
school component beyond recruitment and outreach, offering courses on the high school
campus, paying for a second mentor, and expanding to an additional high school.
The CDWFI program staff must constantly adapt to support students in the face of shifting
state regulations. This year, the state restricted the number of times students could
attempt to repeat a course in which they received a less than passing grade or late
withdrawal to three times total. The CDWFI staff worked hard to advise students of the
new limits, but students unaware of this policy may have inadvertently run into this cap.
The staff expressed particular concern over students’ performance in math and English, as
students often struggle to pass these courses in order to satisfy transfer and degree
requirements. The CDWFI staff also encountered new regulations in financial aid eligibility
rules. Students applying for financial aid with intermediate goals, such as completing the
first level of certificate, will be denied financial aid to complete units for an additional
terminal goal, such as degree completion. The CDWFI staff are at the frontline of
communicating obscure regulations to students who may find themselves shut out of
financial aid.
CDWFI leads shared that it is critical to build support for the program within the
community college. Strategies for building support included informing key stakeholders,
such as college presidents and boards of trustees, about how CDWFI goals align with
stakeholders’ strategic plans. In order to expedite requests through the community college,
the CDWFI leads found it critical to identify and build relationships with individuals in the
community college who were willing to champion the project.
Four projects re-assessed the availability of mentors; adjustments included assigning
mentors to meet on campus, relieving mentors who could not make the necessary time
commitment, and boosting hiring in the coming year to provide more opportunities for
mentoring sessions to occur. Another project placed mentors in targeted classrooms to
meet with members during breaks, in order to ensure that graduation petitions and other
forms requiring a counselor to sign off were completed before deadlines. Some leads have
found it beneficial to monitor mentor-mentee pairings for compatibility. As mentors
become more experienced, at least one project found mentors were ready and willing to
take more ownership and responsibility over their mentee caseload.
CDWFI projects reported redoubling efforts to assist students struggling in math classes.
Some of the strategies projects used included: assessing students’ need for intensive math
tutoring earlier on in the semester; pairing students with a math tutor; holding group and
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private math tutoring sessions; hiring a math instructor to offer supplemental instruction in
beginning math, in conjunction with students’ math classes; and offering open math
tutoring hours in the computer lab. In the coming year, some projects plan for additional
math support, such as offering open math tutoring for a longer period of the semester.
As part of the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium effort, CDWFI staff will
draft a model for contextualized computer training for CDWFI members. Leads have found
that students’ expertise in computers ranges from no exposure to proficiency. The projects
will collaborate on a model of training and technical assistance, and will pilot the model at
the end of FY 2013-14.
Some of the CDWFI projects with substantial high school components reported “lessons
learned” that were related to selection criteria for high school partners. At Mt. SAC, the
staff worked with the community college’s articulation office to identify a high school that
had a successful articulation rate with the college. The CDWFI staff had previously
identified a different high school to partner with, but found that alumni from the school
had a low success rate at Mt. SAC. LACC decided this year to exclusively partner with
teacher preparation academies, and found that partnership to be a natural fit with the
goals of the CDWFI program. The partnership allows the CDWFI program to draw in
students already interested in teaching. The teacher academies also have expressed to
CDWFI staff that the program, in turn, provides an opportunity for students to get field
experience and learn more about teaching.
Program staff reported that administrators’ knowledge of and support for the program
was critical. In the past, some staff found that turnover in administrator positions
jeopardized partnerships. In other cases, program staff learned that administrators would
agree to partner with the program, but would functionally thwart program goals. For
instance, administrators might assign overloaded or disinterested teachers as contacts for
the program staff, fail to communicate calendar changes conflicting with CDWFI events,
minimize the academic rigor of ECE courses offered to high school students, or select the
CDWFI faculty contact in district layoff notices. Administrative support was critical to
ensuring that faculty point persons assigned to work with CDWFI staff were available and
well-positioned to support the program on their campus. Multiple projects experienced
critical setbacks, such as the sudden loss of their key champions due to the high rates of
turnover endemic to their partner schools.
Some high school projects began the year with a new administration, and worked anew to
build an understanding of the operations and benefits of the CDWFI program. To
underscore the prevalence of this issue, at the end of this year, the retirement of a high
school contact on another campus triggered the cessation of the high school’s CD program
and CD course offerings articulated with the community college, and thus eliminated
opportunities for students to work with young children. Two common lessons learned from
the projects were: to continuously cultivate the support of administration, so that there is a
shared understanding of the benefits and expectations for students in the CDWFI program;
and to anticipate turnover of positions at the high school. One project maintained positive
relations by assisting with high schools’ general needs; for instance, they provided supplies
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to the school and paid for substitute coverage when faculty from the school supervised offsite CDWFI events, such as campus tours.
All projects with substantial high school components also reported that the high school
staff’s frequent presence on campus was important for running a successful high school
component, although projects reported this for multiple reasons. Reasons that were
mentioned included building awareness of the program, forming a cohesive cohort, and
developing trusting relationships with the staff.
In the coming year, additional services and milestones will be tracked at the member level.
To better understand the services members receive, and to address their financial
challenges, financial aid advisement and financial aid workshops will be added to the
member tracking requirements for projects. Also, to reflect changes in the scope of work,
projects will be required to track high school seniors’ plans for matriculation to college at
the end of the program year.
CDWFI program staff is in the process of creating a customized database for use in FY
2013-14. Currently, member applications, surveys, and utilization of student service data
are stored in separate Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. These spreadsheets must then be
reconciled and merged, requiring significant staff time and causing delays in data sharing
with program staff. The database will enhance case management and reporting capabilities
by adding real-time queries and member data reporting functionalities.
The CDWFI staff will also administer a pre/post survey, in conjunction with distribution of
career options materials from the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium. CDWFI
members were asked to describe any suggestions they had to improve the program. These
responses were categorized into themes. The most common response from college and
high school members was that they saw no need for improvement in the program (53.5%
college, 41.3% high school).
The five most common themes among suggestions for improvement stated by college
members were:
• More workshops, including alternate times (n=70)
• More financial assistance (n=42)
• More communication with students about services offered and events (n=30)
• More career counseling and job placement assistance (n=28)
• Additional staff to support CDWFI members (n=25)
The five most common themes among suggestions for improvement stated by high school
members were:
• More sessions/longer meetings (n=21)
• More hands-on activities (n=16)
• More interaction with the CDWFI staff (n=14)
• More field trips (n=9)
• More activities with children (n=9)
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Although few members suggested increasing direct financial assistance or information
about financial aid as improvements to the program, large numbers of CDWFI members
continued to feel finances were a barrier to continuing their educations. As discussed
earlier, CDWFI college members (45.6%) and high school members (30.7%) reported that
inability to afford college was a barrier to continuing college education. Based on the
findings of this report, it is recommended that financial advisement and workshops be
tracked separately from other types of services in the coming year, in order to better
understand the supports students receive to make higher education affordable.

Limitations
The chief limitations of this study are as follows.
The evaluation obtained course grades from hard copies of unofficial grade reports and
transcripts submitted by members. Due to the late timeframe on which some colleges post
final grades, transcripts were not submitted for a large percentage of members by the time
analysis needed to be completed to meet reporting deadlines. Thus, the statistics on course
grades may not be representative of the entire membership of the CDWFI program.
Degrees, permits, and certificates were substantiated against hard copies of records
submitted by members. Members missing documentation were not included in the analysis
for degrees, permits, and certificates earned. As a result, figures reported may
underrepresent the actual number of degrees, permits, and certificates earned.
Obtaining student-level high school, two-year, four-year, and graduate school student data
from each project’s institution fell outside the scope of the evaluation. In the absence of
student-level data for a control group, it is unclear how CDWFI students fare as compared
to each other, to ECE/CD students, and to the general student body.
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Conclusions & Recommendations
During FY 2012-13, the CDWFI program staff implemented services that defined academic
and professional pathways for advancement in the ECE Workforce. These services provided
students with academic, professional, financial, and social supports. Discussions of
conclusions and recommendations are presented within the framework of the outcomes of
the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium logic model.
OUTCOME 1: Expanded ECE Workforce
This year, more resources were directed to high school students for recruitment and
outreach than in the previous history of the program. With the addition of new high school
campuses served, and the revamping of programs at existing sites, the program was able
to expand the core membership of high school students 2.5 fold over last year. The most
frequently cited reason why high school members joined the program was the
encouragement of a teacher or another adult at the school. CDWFI staff’s reflections on
the strategies that worked to draw in and engage a committed core of high school
students point to relational outreach leveraging the faculty’s knowledge of students,
CDWFI staff’s development of administrative support, and staff’s ability to form
relationships with students through a high intensity of services.
As students, CDWFI members may not immediately pursue work while completing their
studies. Full-time employment while taking full-time school loads and accommodation of
work schedules while taking part-time school loads are both known risk factors associated
with college students’ failure to complete degrees. Many students expressed the challenge
and necessity of managing work and school in order to finance their studies. For this
reason, entering the ECE field is a goal most applicable to college students after exiting the
CDWFI program, not while members are still in school. Interest in entering the ECE field in
three years, among college members not currently working in ECE, was found to be high
on the end-of-year survey.
At their young age, high school members are not expected to have certainty about their
career trajectory. Services to high school students focus on increasing students’ awareness
about, understanding of, and interest in ECE, should they desire to pursue a career in the
field in the future. The immediate goal for high school students in terms of workforce entry
is not to commit to ECE degrees or careers, but to successfully transition from high school
into college in any field of study. Nevertheless, a majority of high school students expressed
that they would like to continue involvement in a program like CDWFI and take ECE
courses in college. Additionally, nearly half of high school members surveyed stated that
they would like to have a career in the ECE field.
At present, we do not yet have clear evidence of students’ matriculation from high school
into the college component. Few college members recalled having participated in the
CDWFI program as high school students. This may in fact be due to low numbers of
members making the transition. Low recognition of the affiliation between grantee
projects may also hinder college members from associating their high school program
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experiences with their college membership. Some new developments may increase the
ability to track members’ transitions from the high school to the college components.
Improved member tracking and record keeping will facilitate the ability to longitudinally
trace members’ involvement, provided that projects retain existing CDWFI ID numbers
assigned to returning members. High school students’ intent to matriculate into CDWFI
partner colleges will be tracked on the individual level in the coming year. Shared branding
of the CDWFI projects across campuses and between the high school and college
campuses may also increase incoming college members’ associations of their high school
participation in CDWFI with their college experiences.
Recommendations
• Continue to create partnerships with high school faculty to recruit interested and
prepared students, and direct CDWFI staff to engage in face-to-face recruitment
and outreach with high school students.
• Add “Name of College Accepted for fall admission/enrollment” to Member
Tracking Spreadsheet to track college matriculation.
• Develop and implement common branding across projects and between the high
school and college component.
OUTCOME 2: Better Qualified ECE Workforce
For students to attain higher qualifications, they must be able to understand the
coursework they need to complete. The CDWFI projects develop education plans with their
members so that they are aware of the sequence of courses they should follow. Across the
CDWFI program, 88.3% of college members developed an education plan with a
counselor. In comparison, only 53.6% of students in the Los Angeles Community College
District are estimated to have developed a formal education plan with a counselor, based
on their 2012 Student Survey results. In addition to education plan development, the
CDWFI members are informed about requirements by workshops and trained CDWFI staff.
Research has shown that community college students without a clear program of study are
more likely to take excess courses, significantly increasing the time and cost of obtaining
their degree, and are less likely to obtain a degree within 5 years (Jenkins & Cho, 2012;
Scott-Clayton, 2011).
Academic supports are available to members so that they can successfully complete
courses. For many students, English and Math are gatekeeper courses which prevent
students from finishing their transfer and degree requirements. The program assists college
members with gatekeeper courses by connecting students to tutoring services, and in some
cases arranging for supplemental instruction. CDWFI members also face other life
situations which pose barriers to their success in school. The CDWFI program alleviates
some of these challenging life situations by lifting some of the financial pressure of college
expenses and connecting members to a support network. The results show that CDWFI
members achieve course completion at high rates. Across the CDWFI projects, college
members with transcript data were found to achieve high course completion rates (82.6%
of courses were completed). In comparison, the 2012 ARCC report indicators showed that
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the statewide rate for community college course completion in basic skills courses was
62.0%, and in vocational courses, the rate was 76.7%.
With a clear and defined educational pathway and the removal of barriers to success,
CDWFI community college members were able to transfer within 1.5 years on average and
attain degrees within 2 years on average from their entry into the program. In a context
where many community college members are slowed by taking units without a clear path
of study, the speed at which the CDWFI projects are able to move students through to
degrees and transfers is remarkable. By contrast, the 2012 ARCC report indicators for
transfer within 6 years determined that 58.3% of the cohort studied did not transfer
within 6 years after declaring their intent to transfer.
It is not likely that CDWFI members started and finished all of their transfer and degree
requirements within the timeframe of their participation in the CDWFI program, since
members in many projects are required to have cleared minimum units, or have taken
enough units to declare a degree. More research needs to be done to determine the total
time taken for CDWFI members who reach transfers and degrees; research should also
examine the total time taken to transfer and degree for all CDWFI members with intent to
reach those goals, and not only for those students who achieve transfer and degree.
High school members were informed about: college options, ECE/CD college programs,
educational requirements for applying to college, and educational pathways to a career in
ECE. The program also provided a variety of means to assist high school students, and in
some cases parents, in understanding the procedures for applying to college. At the end of
the year, the majority of seniors surveyed had applied and were accepted into college
(69.0%). In some projects, members could take contracted college courses as high school
students. CDWFI high school members accomplished successful completion of college-level
courses with grades of C or better at high rates (88.3%).
Recommendations
• Adjust expectations for reporting end-of-year course completion, given that grade
reports are not available until late summer.
• Adjust expectations for reporting end-of-year transfer rates, given that documents
establishing proof of transfer are not available for some students until the following
fall semester.
• Collect self-report data from college members on years elapsed since their first
college courses, in order to calculate total years taken to achieve transfer or degree.
• Add “Financial Aid Workshop” and “Financial Aid Counseling/Advising” to the list
of services tracked on individual members in the Member Tracking Spreadsheet.
OUTCOME 3: Greater Retention and Advancement of the ECE Workforce
The majority of college members attested that the CDWFI staff informed them about
professional development opportunities. Members were given access to a number of
trainings in CD content hosted by CDWFI, and in some cases could also access external
resources through professional memberships, conferences and networking events.
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A specific way in which the projects aimed to advance members’ standing in the workforce
and marketability for work was to assist members in achieving, renewing, and upgrading
permits and certificates. Members received academic planning to map out course
requirements for permits and certificates. Many members reported that the program
assisted them in understanding the permit application process. The program removed
barriers to attaining permits by assisting members in putting together applications and
paying associated fees. By assisting members in this process, the projects helped members
accrue professional qualifications to advance within the ECE field.
For the CDWFI program, career retention/advancement is more likely to be an outcome
attained after members’ involvement in the program. Some students did obtain jobs, pay
raises, or promotions as a result of their CDWFI participation. Retention and advancement
in jobs, and taking on additional responsibilities in a promotion, may be secondary to
students’ immediate educational achievement, especially given that students are reporting
difficulty managing school and work. More work needs to be done to examine the
relationship of CDWFI participation to career retention/advancement after members
complete their program goals.
Recommendations
• Work with all CDWFI projects to more accurately track students who move from the
High School component to the Community College or four-year component.
• Consider collecting data on employment, job setting, wages earned, career
retention, and advancements or promotions for the sample of members leaving the
program due to goal completion.
OUTCOME 4: Increased Quality of ECE Practices and Programs
As many students are not currently employed in the ECE field, they would not be expected
to demonstrate improvement in their interactions with children, aside from supervised
teaching experience, which only a small subset of members experience in either the college
or high school component. The goal of the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce
Consortium is to raise the quality of ECE practices and programs in the county; one of the
first steps, or intermediary outcomes, is to increase member knowledge about quality ECE
practices.
Without a common definition and theoretical orientation to define quality ECE practices,
the end-of-year evaluation relied on the assessments of instructors in ECE and related
degree programs to judge growth in knowledge. College members achieved a high rate
(82.6%) of passing with a C or higher in courses attempted this year in their ECE or related
degree programs. CDWFI members experienced a higher pass rate than the rates given by
statewide indicators in the 2012 ARCC Report, which reported a 62.0% completion rate
with a C or better in basic skills courses, and a 76.7% completion rate with a C or better in
vocational courses. High school members also achieved a high completion rate (88.3%)
with a C or better in college-level CD courses attempted this year.
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Members also possessed confidence in the growth of their knowledge in key domains of
ECE practice. College members reported that, as a result of their participation in CDWFI,
they had increased their knowledge about children’s socio-emotional development,
teaching literacy and numeracy skills, teaching special populations, and working with
families.
Recommendations
• Develop and implement additional strategies to support students with their math
classes, which continue to be significant challenges for students.
• Work with database developer AJWI to create an online database for faster and
more accurate data reporting across CDWFI projects.
Plan for Incorporating Findings into Future Program Implementation
The LAUP workforce and evaluation staff will meet with the CDWFI program staff in the
first quarter of FY 2013-14 to review evaluation findings and determine the feasibility of
implementing the recommendations outlined in this report.
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APPENDICES A - J
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Appendix A. Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium Logic Model
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Appendix B. Child Development Workforce Initiative Logic Model 12-13
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Appendix C. High School Component Logic Models 12-13
Target
Population

High School
Students

Parents

System
Gatekeepers
(Principal,
Faculty
Contact)

Local Child
Care Centers

Activities
Student Support Services
WFI Program Outreach
Orientation
Academic Supports
Academic counseling
•
•
Academic workshop (Transfer workshop)
•
College counseling
•
College coursework placement assessment
LACC campus tour
•
•
Content workshop
Contextualized course (Vocational ESL)
•
Modified education plan
•
•
Resource center/lab materials
Securing commitment from college to pay for CD
•
courses offered at high schools
•
Technical assistance with LACC college application
Tutoring
•
Financial Supports
Course stipend
•
Financial aid workshop
•
Lending library
•
Professional Supports
Career interest assessment
•
•
Career workshop
•
LACC child care center tour
•
Job shadowing
•
Job/career fair
Unpaid internship
•
Social Supports
•
Informal mentors
•
Parent orientation
•

•
•

•

Orientation to WFI Program

System Change Efforts
Provide ECE Orientation to principal, vice principal,
and faculty contact
Establish partnerships with high school teacher
preparation academies

Recruit or approve teachers selected by students for
participation in job shadowing

Short-Term Outcomes

Intermediate
Outcomes

Long-Term Outcomes

Awareness of ECE
Career Options

Mini Education Plan
Completion

Matriculation into WFI/
CD Program

Awareness of ECE
Degree Programs/
Certificates/Permits

GE and ECE Course
Completion

Matriculation into
Community College or
4-year University

Increased interest in
pursuing an ECE
degree/Certificates/
Permits

Application to College

Assistant Teacher
Permit

Awareness of ECE
content knowledge
Understand study
habits needed for
college coursework
Awareness of College
Application/Financial
Aid Processes and
Options

Increased
understanding of WFI
Program

Support student
participation in WFI

Awareness of ECE
Career and Degree
Options

Screen and refer
academically prepared
students

Buy-into WFI Program
Model

Assistance with
managing program at
school site

Increase interest in
forming long-term
partnership

Serve as supervisors
and mentors during an
internship period

Establish a bridge from
HS teaching programs
to WFI

Create employment
opportunities for HS
members

LACC
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Target
Population

High School
Students

Parents

System
Gatekeepers
(Principal,
Faculty
Contact)

WFI College
Members /
Program
Staff

Activities
Student Support Services
WFI program outreach/Orientation
Academic Supports
•
Academic counseling
•
Academic workshops
•
College counseling
•
College orientation
•
College level CD Coursework
•
College tours
•
Content workshops
•
Modified education plan
•
Resource center/lab
•
Technical assistance with college applications
•
Tutoring
Financial Supports
•
Course stipend
•
Financial aid advisement
•
Financial aid workshop
•
Internship stipend
•
Lending library
•
Technical assistance with FAFSA
Professional Supports
•
Career workshops
•
Child care center tours
•
Conference (Touchpoints Conference)
•
CPR and First Aid certification
•
Paid internship
•
Volunteering opportunities
Social Supports
•
Afterschool study space
•
Club meetings
•
Informal mentors
•
Networking
•
Online hubs
•
Social events
•
•

•

•
•

Exposure to college counseling
Awareness of ECE Career Options

System Change Efforts
Establish connections with high school administration
and faculty

Mentor/Advisor Development
Cross-train college staff to provide advisement and
support services to high school students
Involve 4-year liaisons and college members in joint
events with high school students

Short-Term Outcomes

Intermediate
Outcomes

Long-Term Outcomes

Increased engagement
in high school

High school Education
Plan completion

Graduate from high
school

Increased interest in
pursuing a college
education

High school GE and ECE
Course Completion

Matriculation into
Community College or 4year University

Awareness of College
Application/Financial
Aid Processes and
Options

Increase in peer
mentoring

Matriculation into WFI/CD
College Program

Awareness of ECE
Career Options

Application to College

Increased interest in
pursuing an ECE degree/
Certificates/Permits

Awareness of ECE
Degree Programs/
Certificates/Permits

Awareness of ECE
content knowledge

Increased
understanding of
college preparation

Support student
application to college

Awareness of ECE
Career and Degree
Options

Refer at-risk students

Establish support system
for high school students
within high school

Buy-into WFI Program
Model

Assistance with
managing program at
school site

Establish formal
agreements (articulated
courses, CD centers at
HS)

Increased
understanding of high
school population and
support services

Increase in mentor/
support available to
high school students

LAVC
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Target
Population

High School
Students

Activities
Student Support Services
WFI Program Outreach/Orientation
Academic Support
Academic counseling
•
Academic workshop
•
College counseling
•
Content workshop
•
Pierce College tour
•
Technical assistance with Pierce application
•
Financial Support
•
Financial aid advisement
•
Lending library
•
Technical assistance with FAFSA
Professional Support
•
Career workshop
•
Conference (Young Child Conference)
•
Pierce College Child Development Center tour
•
Job/Career Fair (Early Child Career Night)
Social Support
•
Club meetings
•
Informal mentors
•
Networking
•
Social events

Target
Population

High School
Students

System
Gatekeepers
(Principal,
Faculty
Contact)

Activities

Student Support Services
Program Outreach
Academic Support
• Mt. SAC college tour
• Content workshops
Financial Support
• Financial aid advisement
• Lending Library
Professional Support
• Mt. SAC child care center tour
Social Support
• Informal mentors
• Networking

•

System Change Efforts
Establish connections with high school
administration and faculty

Short-Term Outcomes

Intermediate
Outcomes

Long-Term Outcomes

Awareness of ECE
Career Options

Application to College

Matriculation into
WFI/CD College
Program
Matriculation into
Community College or
4-year University

Awareness of ECE
Degree Programs/
Certificates/Permits
Increased Interest in
Pursuing an ECE degree/
Certificates/Permits
Awareness of ECE
Content Knowledge
Awareness of College
Application/Financial
Aid Processes and
Options

Pierce
Short-Term Outcomes

Intermediate
Outcomes

Long-Term Outcomes

Awareness of ECE
Degree Programs/
Certificates/Permits

Application to College

Matriculation into Mt.
SAC Summer Bridge
Program

Increased Interest in
Pursuing an ECE degree/
Certificates/Permits

Matriculation into
WFI/CD College
Program

Awareness of ECE
content knowledge

Matriculation into
Community College or
4-year University

Awareness of College
Application/Financial
Aid Processes and
Options
Buy-into WFI Program
Model

Assistance with
managing program at
school site
Facilitate student
release time for
workshops

Mt. SAC
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Appendix D. College Application
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Appendix E. High School Application
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Appendix F. College End of Year Survey
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Appendix G. High School End of Year Survey
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Appendix H. CDWFI Staff – High School Component Focus Group Protocol
INTRODUCTION
This is a draft logic model based on what I could glean from past reports, SOW, and represents a
guess of the program services and structure. I’d like to use this time to hear your feedback and
reactions on how this logic model could be improved.
QUESTIONS
1. What direct services do you offer? Is there anything not reflected here or that I should
cross out or add?
2. What are the program requirements for high school students once they want to enter?
3. Are services self-selected from a menu or are they required to complete specific
milestones? How does it work?
4. Are there populations you intend to impact with the high school component, aside from
high school members (e.g. a wider high school population, administrators, or personnel
serving high school students)?
5. What are the steps you might try to move them towards? The ones that are on the list are
brainstormed.
6. [For continuing projects] Were you able to reach more of your target populations than last
year? Why (e.g. strategy, funds, interest, other context)?
7. [For enhanced funding projects] Are you still using the tiered model of services? does it look like
for your campus?
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Appendix I. CDWFI Leads Questionnaire
1. Is there any support LAUP could provide to obtain commitments from your institution or other
funders to sustain the program?
2. What was the most successful component of your efforts in the high school component? Please
describe. (If not applicable, please enter n/a).
3. Do you have any plans for new or improved services for the 13-14 program year?
4. Did you implement a job referral process or service for CDWFI participants this year? Are there
plans to implement a job referral process in 13-14?
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Appendix J. Explanation of High School Component Services
Types of Academic Support
Academic counseling: At LACC, high school students could receive academic advisement from the
liaisons who reported questions to the lead or the dedicated CD counselor paid for by the CDWFI
grant. Students at an advanced stage could also meet with the college’s CD counselor. Students
could complete a modified education plan, and map out course requirements through the first
skills certificate. At LAVC, members were eligible to receive advisement from the high school
coordinator who completed a high school education plan with them. On occasion, members
could meet with other CDWFI staff cross-trained to counsel high school students. At Pierce,
students could schedule time to meet with the high school coordinator individually.
Academic workshops: At LACC, students could attend a workshop typically lasting 45 minutes,
which covered detailed information about attending LACC and requirements to transfer to a fouryear university. Students were given information about services offered by the CD department at
LACC, including assistance with obtaining permits, skills certificates, and state certificates. At
LAVC, students received academic workshops during 30-minute ECE club meetings, the topic of
which varied by day. Topics of workshops included college preparedness and how to apply for
college. At Pierce, students were given information about the benefits of college, the Pierce CD
department, services offered at Pierce, and the costs of a college education.
College counseling: At LACC, high school students had access to a dedicated LACC counselor
who worked exclusively with the CD students so that students could obtain timely and correct
advisement. The CD counselor completed a mini-education plan, covered types of degrees, and
directed students to transferrable degrees so students would not need to retake courses if they
later decided to transfer. At LAVC, a major focus of the CDWFI program was providing college
guidance counseling to students. All of the LAVC staff were cross-trained, so that from time to
time the college CDWFI staff could also be brought in to provide counseling to high school
students at their college orientation event. At Pierce, students could meet with the high school
coordinator to receive college counseling during individual sessions.
College coursework placement assessment: At LACC, the CDWFI staff provided students with a
college placement assessment approved by the state, so that students would know what level of
English and math courses they could enroll in prior to beginning college.
College-level CD coursework: At LAVC, students could earn college credits for completing an
internship. Based on the number of internship hours completed in FY 2012-13, students could
receive one or more credits from LAVC for the fall 2013 semester.
College orientation: At LAVC, in the summer before the start of the school year, the CDWFI staff
brought all the students who had gone through the program and were going to college in the
fall, irrespective of the school they were admitted to. The students rotated stations to receive
specific support on a variety of topics including: understanding financial aid, registering for
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classes, and accessing student services. The high school coordinator, along with college CDWFI
staff, worked with the students to resolve any questions students had brought in that day.
College tours: At LACC, students attended a tour of the LACC campus in the fall. During the tour,
students were familiarized with the student services available to them. Students were guided
through the process of registering as a student at LACC and obtaining a student ID so that they
could begin accessing campus services. The tour served as a networking opportunity to meet and
have lunch with other high school students. At LAVC, tours were offered to three different
college campuses (LAVC, CSUN, and CSULA) and their CD centers. The tours were timed so that
two took place before college application deadlines in the fall, and one took place in the spring.
The primary purpose of the tours was to motivate students to apply to college. The staff oriented
the students to college life and allowed students to eat at the dorms at no cost. The tour was also
used to assist students in their college application process. The staff reported that, in their
experience, the tours have proven to be a powerful motivator and have cemented students’ desire
to apply to college. At Pierce, students from all campuses were taken on a tour of the Pierce
College campus in the spring. Tours were open to parents, though historically few parents have
attended. The tour was led by the high school coordinator and college outreach staff. Depending
on the campus, the CDWFI staff arranged for busing students. Mt. SAC held a tour of the
community college late in the spring. On the tour, they discussed questions about college life with
a panel of successful two-year and four-year CDWFI college members. The coordinator also
arranged for two presentations: one on a transitional program for students entering college, and
one on financial aid resources. Students were guided through the process of obtaining a student
ID number they could use to obtain campus services.
Content workshops: At LACC, students in the program could attend a workshop on preschool
curriculum using a portion of their class period (typically 45 minutes). In the workshop, students
received hands-on experience with methods for teaching art, math, music, or science in a
preschool setting. At LAVC, students attending ECE club meetings were exposed to 30-minute
content workshops, the content of which depended on the topic area for that week. Topics of
content workshops from this past year included developmental milestones, working with children
and families in a diverse world, and reflective journaling. At Pierce, students learned how to work
with children, best practices for instruction, and developmentally appropriate activities. The
workshops emphasized constructivism and learning through play, as demonstrated through
materials the coordinator brought for high school students to experience. The workshops were
intended to provide exposure to CD concepts, should students decide to pursue the field further.
At Mt. SAC, students were offered two different ECE workshops taught by CD instructors from
the college. For example, one of the workshops focused on teaching art in preschool, and
encouraged student discussion about how activities can be structured to promote children’s
creativity. The coordinator arranged for each workshop to be taught during three consecutive
class periods; students in non-ECE classes could obtain permission for release from their regular
class to attend the workshops.
Contextualized courses: LACC developed a Vocational English as a Second Language (VESL) class
to prepare students for CD1: Human Growth and Development. The CDWFI staff found that
students needed a head start on the large amount of material presented in the course. Students
set to enroll in CD1 are encouraged to attend the 8 all-day intensive courses, which are non-credit
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and held before the start of official instruction. The instructor introduced vocabulary and
familiarized students with the concepts in CD1. Students were also given training in study skills,
such as how to read a college textbook, how to highlight key concepts, and how to take effective
notes during lectures. The course instructed students in the expectations of a college course, e.g.,
that they would not be socially promoted and would need to complete the coursework in order to
pass. The VESL course was only offered at the Hollywood campus, since the Belmont campus was
a new program starting off with easier, less intimidating CD courses. In addition, LACC’s CDWFI
staff arranged for an English course to be offered to members struggling in English; the course
and associated language assessment helped students to increase their English proficiency in order
to graduate, enter college, and fulfill the English requirements for the Associate Teacher permit.
Modified education plan: At LACC, all high school students can complete a reduced version of the
full college education plan. To avoid overwhelming the high school students, the mini-education
plan uses the first certificate as a base. The mini-education plan is intended to provide awareness
of the general education requirements and the steps needed to transfer. Students were made
aware that if they completed CD 1, 2, 7 and 11 offered at their school, they would have all the
coursework required for the first certificate, equivalent to the associate teacher permit. At LAVC,
the education plan offered by LAVC directs students through the requirements to graduate from
high school, to supplement advisement available at the high school. In the program staff’s
experience, it was common for students to receive incorrect information or to experience difficulty
in obtaining personalized academic advisement from their high school counseling staff. The
CDWFI staff used the tool to follow up with students independently from the college academic
advisor, and in a much less formal manner than with college members.
Resource center and lab: At LACC, resource center materials were brought to the high school for
students to access. The materials were checked out to the high school point person and could be
used by students under supervision. At LAVC, the CDWFI staff offices are located within the
campuses’ family resource center. Students have demonstrated willingness to come to the center
by means of public transportation or through rides from their parents. Once at the center,
students had access to any of the services in the facility, including privileges to bring their young
siblings or their own children to use the facilities and join play groups.
Securing commitment from college to pay for CD courses offered at high schools: At LACC, the
CDWFI staff obtained commitments from the community college’s administrators to pay for
college-level CD courses at the high school. Students are not required to be in the CDWFI
program to take the courses. The high school students could potentially take CD 1, 2, 7 and 11.
With the second course completed, students could clear the course requirements for the assistant
permit.
Technical assistance with applications: At LACC, high school students were assisted with filling
out the online application for LACC. Once entered in the system, they were eligible for continuous
enrollment in courses after graduation. At LAVC, during college application season, CDWFI staff
routinely provided laptops and dinner at their offices so that students could come and work on
any of their college applications. Students were encouraged to bring their materials and fill out
their applications with the assistance of the staff. The CDWFI staff walked students through the
application process, reviewed applications, and provided personal assistance, including editing
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drafts of personal statements. The sessions were offered for extended hours after school, into the
late evening. Parents were encouraged to attend and become acquainted with college options
and the application process. At Pierce, students could fill out Pierce College applications during
the college tour or with the coordinator during individual sessions. The coordinator set up lab
sessions when students needed to have computer access to complete their applications.
Tutoring: At LACC and LAVC, students were offered tutoring, paid for by CDWFI funding.
However, this past year, this service was not used by students.
Types of Financial Support
Financial aid advisement: A common way for students to obtain advisement was by attending
campus tours where financial aid office representatives were present. Some campuses had
additional financial aid advisement opportunities. At LAVC, in the weeks leading up to college
application deadlines, parents and students could come to LAVC CDWFI offices any time during
the extended evening to late evening hours for assistance filling out forms on laptops set up at
the office. College-bound seniors were offered individual advisement on applying for financial aid
under the DREAM Act and FAFSA. Students admitted to any college were also invited over the
summer to return for a college orientation day where they could receive additional financial aid
advisement. At Pierce, the coordinator presented financial aid information during club meetings.
At Mt. SAC, the coordinator assisted students with questions they had and facilitated students’
access to campus financial aid representatives.
Financial aid workshop: At LACC, students could attend a financial aid workshop on their campus
led by a financial aid representative from LACC, covering topics such as: application deadlines,
how to complete the FAFSA, and types of financial aid. At LAVC, throughout the year, the high
school coordinator presented information about financial aid during ECE club meetings.
Lending library: Students in LACC, LAVC, Mt. SAC, and Pierce were eligible to borrow lending
library books from the campus offices. At Pierce & Mt. SAC, students were required to be enrolled
in CD1 at the college to be eligible for lending privileges.
Stipends: At LACC, high school students could receive nominal incentives for signing up for and
completing a Vocational English as a Second Language course. The incentive was meant to
encourage participation in the course, since it requires students to begin coursework prior to the
start of instruction at their school. At LAVC, students who attended 80% of weekly club meetings
and completed either a college-level CD course or the CDWFI internship could earn a $50 stipend,
awarded at the conclusion of the school year.
Technical Assistance with FAFSA: At LAVC, in the weeks leading up to college application
deadlines, parents and students could come to LAVC CDWFI offices any time during extended
hours for assistance in filling out forms on laptops set up at the office. At Pierce, the coordinator
met with students individually to fill out application forms on request.
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Types of Professional Support
Career interest assessment: LACC hosted a workshop where students completed a career interest
assessment to facilitate their exploration of the match of ECE careers to their personality.
Career workshops: At LACC, students could participate in a workshop about ECE career pathways
and how to progress through the levels of the permit matrix. The workshop covered ECE-related
careers besides teaching in a classroom, such as working at a children’s hospital. At LAVC, the
high school coordinator presented students with information on different careers with children.
The coordinator stressed that while ECE is not for everyone, if students were interested in the
field, a CD degree could become a foundation for a broad range of careers students might not
have known about. At Pierce, students were exposed to a historical perspective on the changes in
the ECE field, a summary of agencies connected to the CDWFI program, and information about
how they could pursue a career in the field through CDWFI and Pierce.
Child care center tours: High school students in all four projects had the opportunity to tour the
CD centers on the campus of the grantee community college and become exposed to
developmentally appropriate settings and activities for preschool children. On LACC’s tour,
students were integrated into the child care center activities under the supervision of the center
staff. At LAVC, students were given the chance to visit up to three different CD centers to observe
teachers’ interactions with students and to become familiarized with different versions of
developmentally appropriate centers. At Pierce and Mt. SAC, the tour familiarized students with
developmentally appropriate child care facilities and materials. At Mt. SAC, students were also
informed about the observation component of lab courses at the college.
Conferences: At LAVC, high school students were invited to attend a conference with Dr. Barry
Brazelton on the Touchpoints methods, hosted by the CDWFI project. Students were able to join
conference sessions and network with attendees, who included members of the college
component and the wider professional community. At Pierce, students could attend an annual
conference hosted by the CDWFI program, with an invited keynote lecturer and numerous
breakout sessions dealing with facets of the ECE field.
CPR and first aid certification: At LAVC, high school students and CDWFI college students could
complete CPR and first aid certification courses for children and adults.
Job shadowing: At LACC, students could be placed with a child care center in the community for
a one-day job shadowing.
Job and career fair: At LACC, staff participated in job and career fairs hosted by their partner high
schools; the fairs provided information about their programs and the ECE field. At Pierce, students
could attend an “Early Child Career Night” for two hours in the spring, at which they could rotate
through booths to speak individually with working professionals. The CDWFI staff invited
approximately 25 professionals from a variety of allied careers in ECE, including representatives
from Child Care Resource Center, CSUN, and LAUSD; music therapists; child life specialists;
preschool directors; and children’s book authors.
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Paid & unpaid internships: LACC connected students to professionals in the community with
relationships to the program; for example, students received supervision and professional
guidance during an optional 10-hour internship. Internships were limited to centers the lead had
approved, or centers with which the lead had previously established relationships, including those
that employed past college mentors or alumni. The supervising instructors received a $50 stipend
to compensate them for their time. To be eligible for the internship, students were required to
complete a TB test, to be enrolled in a CD class, and to have a record of regular attendance in
that class. As part of the internship, students completed a story presentation to the children at
their placement center and submitted a written report about their presentation. Since the aim of
the internship was to give students exposure to a typical preschool classroom experience and
allow them to observe the conduct of the teachers, supervising instructors were not required to
conduct specific activities with students, aside from observing and submitting evaluations of
students’ story presentations.
At LAVC, students could intern at the campus Family Resource Center under the close direction of
the high school coordinator and other CDWFI staff on hand. Students were required to apply for
one of six to eight slots offered twice a year at the LAVC Family Resource Center. The internship
ran for three to three and a half hours, once a week, over six to eight weeks. During the
internship, students were given hands-on experience in setting up and supervising ageappropriate activities. Over the course of the internship, responsibility for selecting
developmentally appropriate toys shifted from the high school coordinator to the students.
Students also gained experience in playing with the children in the presence of children’s parents.
Each internship session closed with debrief sessions facilitated by the coordinator, in which
students discussed reflections on their experiences that day (e.g., reactions of children, changes in
development, children’s parents’ reactions, and reasons for what they observed). As part of the
internship, students received one-on-one counseling and advisement sessions. Upon completion
of the internship, students were awarded one unit of independent study college credit, and at the
end of the year, students could receive a $50 stipend.
Volunteering opportunities: At LAVC, from time to time, CDWFI high school students were
encouraged to volunteer for CDWFI college events.
Types of Social Support
Afterschool study space: Unlike spaces designated by the other projects, the LAVC CDWFI offices
were reported to be heavily accessed by high school students after school. LAVC students who
were expected to report to the offices for internship hours could attend early to receive
refreshments provided by CDWFI, to use the offices to study, or to meet with the staff for
advisement. Students who were not expected to report to the office were also welcome to use
the office space and Family Resource Center facilities. The younger siblings (or in some cases,
children) of high school students could play at the facilities. Staff from other projects reported that
while their offices were open to high school students, they did not find that high school students
made the trip to utilize college campus resources.
Club meetings: Two projects, LAVC and Pierce, used lunch periods to host on-campus club
meetings on a regular basis. The coordinators set the agenda for the meetings, and based choices
on student interest. Workshops covered CD content and practices, academic topics, or ECE career
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options. Students were provided with lunch, to maximize available time and also to incentivize
student attendance. At LAVC, the high school coordinator scheduled meetings on campus once a
week. The topics of club meetings were often multi-part workshops. The coordinator often
interspersed academic and career workshops with content workshops, which were typically
experiential. Club meetings also provided opportunities for students to engage in personal goal
planning exercises. At Pierce, the coordinator scheduled monthly or biweekly meetings on campus
for workshops on a variety of topics. At the meetings, the coordinator also provided group
support with college and financial aid applications.
Informal mentors: For the most part, the high school students’ interactions in the CDWFI program
at their school were mediated through a single staff person, occasionally with added input from
college CDWFI staff or high school staff assigned to a different high school. Unlike college
members, high school members were not assigned to a mentor. Over the course of the year, staff
mentored core members through group, and occasionally individual, sessions.
Students were also connected with non-staff members, such as community members and college
members. CDWFI staff invited college students to take part in high school events as guest
speakers or to participate as ambassadors on campus tours. At LACC, students were referred to
working professionals in child care centers, so that they could be directly supervised and form
mentoring relationships. Many of the internship sites were chosen based on relationships with
college mentors or instructors with whom the lead was personally familiar. At LAVC, college
students might incidentally be present at the same time as high school students, while completing
supervision hours at the family resource center. At Mt. SAC, successful CDWFI college students
were invited to speak on a panel during the college tour for students.
Networking: The CDWFI staff organized events where high school and college members could
network with each other. Staff intended for high school students to gain insight into college
members’ experiences in college and in the CDWFI program, and to learn information that might
differ from the information given by the CDWFI staff. At LAVC, CDWFI staff facilitated interactions
between high school and college members, so that college members could meet and share their
experiences with high school students. For instance, CDWFI college conferences and workshops
were scheduled at times accessible to high school students, so that they could interact with
college students at jointly programmed events. College students completing internship hours at
the Family Resource Center could also mingle and interact with high school students concurrently
completing internship hours. College tours might also feature CDWFI college members, so that
high school students could get to know them. High school students were also allowed to attend
workshops for the CDWFI college members, held at the LAVC campus in the afternoons and
evenings, when the high school students were not expected to be in class. At Mt. SAC, students
could interact with CDWFI college members during the college tour. At Pierce, college CDWFI
members were brought regularly to the high school meetings as guest speakers; some of these
members were alumni of the same high schools. The staff intended for the guest speakers to be
peer role models to whom students could relate. Students could also network with working
professionals through the Early Child Career Night.
Online hubs: At LAVC, the staff maintained online hubs so that students could stay informed
about the program and connect with each other. On one campus with a school portal, the LAVC
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staff requested a website from the high school specifically for their club. In addition, students
from both high school campuses were also able to access a Facebook page for LAVC’s CDWFI
program.
Parent orientation: At LACC, staff made special arrangements to gain parental support for high
school students’ participation in the program. Parents could attend an orientation with an
overview of program activities, including a sample 30-minute lecture and a Q&A session. CDWFI
staff provided materials translated into multiple languages and offered an orientation session in
Spanish, so that parents not fluent in English could also learn about the program.
Social events: LAVC hosted an end-of-the-year potluck for their students. At Pierce, during testing
time when students were not expected to be engaged in workshop presentations, the coordinator
continued to provide lunch during the usual club meeting time.
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